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A TWIST ON AN OLD SPORT Chicago Bike Polo has been around for about six years, and its popularity Is surging. Most major cities in the United States have bike polo leagues and organizers credit the Internet with helping them communicate. They 
hope to create an organization that will encompass all cities. The Chicago league meets every Sunday in Garfield Park. 100 N. Central Park Ave .. and anyone 
can join. For more , see page 24. 
Elevator inspections past due 
Experts say Ch icago 
Inspections are behind on the 
whole 
by Becky Schlikerman 
Associate Editor 
NOT ONE of more than 30 elevators in 
Columbia's main campus buildings has 
been inspected within the last year. Experts 
said inspections ensure that elevators run 
safely, so a lack of inspections could have 
serious consequences. 
A Chronicle investigation discovered that 
all elevators in major Columbia buildings 
had expired elevator inspection certificates 
from 2006. These elevators have not been 
inspected in the allotted u months deemed 
by city code. Most had not been inspected 
since 2006; in some cases more than two 
years have gone by without a city inspec-
tion.The elevator at the Dance Center, 1306 
S. Michigan Ave., has not been inspected 
since March 2004. 
However, Columbia officials said they 
comply with all city regulations and the 
elevators are safe. 
"Our elevators are safe and there is no 
issue that should be of concern," said Mark 
Lloyd,chief marketing officer and associate 
vice president of College Communication 
and Marketing. 
According to Lloyd, columbia has 49 
elevators in all of the builings that the col-
lege owns. 
The dates on the past-due certificates 
were confirmed by Bill MCCaffrey, spokes-
man for the Department of Buildings, the 
city department that oversees elevator 
inspections. He said elevators are supposed 
to be inspected on an annual basis,but there 
are times when they are put aside because 
inspectors priOritize inspecting elevators 
that have been complained about. 
The inspection requirements are part of 
Chicago's Municipal Code. 
And just because it hasn't been inspect-
ed in the past year doesn't mean that it's 
unsafe, McCaffrey said. 
But John Quackenbush, a safety consul-
tant with almost so years of elevator experi-
ence and a member of the American SOCiety 
of Safety Engineers, a professional safety 
organization, said the lapse in inspections 
is concerning. 
The purpose of doing the inspections is 
to make sure that maintenance is being 
performed and any safety issues are cor-
rected, Quackenbush said. 
"These are very da ngerous electro-
mechanical devices and they need to be 
inspected," Quackenbush said. 
Th e more time that passes between 
inspections could mean more problems 
may arise and add up, he added. 
Some of these problems can be eleva-
tors running with the doors open or oil 
and grease buildup, which is a fire hazard, 
Quackenbush said. 
Other issues include sudden stops,doors 
closing forcefully and the elevator not lev-
eling properly, which means the elevator 
wouldn't stop parallel to the building's 
floor, causing a tripping hazard, said Dick 
Gregory, a member of Illinois Elevator 
Safety Board and chair of the Chicago Eleva-
tor Code Committee. 
But the biggest concern is hoist cables 
breaking, Gregory said. If this were to 
happen, the elevator would fa ll for a few 
floors and then stop with the emergency 
break, he added. 
» SEE ELEVATOR, PG. 14 
Rachael Strecnet THE CHRONICLE, 
The Chronicle went to all main Columbla-owned build· 
Ings and found that none of the elevators had been 
inspected in more than a year. Chlcago's Municipal 
Code requires that elevators be Inspected once a 
year. 
Emilia Klmlluk WE CHRONIClt. 
A CLASS ACT 
THE DAYS of tumbling as an infant seems 
like child's play in comparison to the 
circus, contortion, aerial and gymnastics 
classes' students are taking at the Actors 
Gymnasium in Evanston, Ill. Geared 
toward people of all ages and back-
grounds, students stretch their limits 
while learning various circus skills like 
flipping and flying on a trapeze without 
hesitation. 
» SEE PG. 15 
HAROLD AND 
KUMAR ARE BACK 
AFTER DISAPPOINTING sales at the box 
office, Harold C'r KUmar Go to White Castle 
became jolted into the cult classic spot-
light when it was released on DVD. Now, 
four years later, actors John Cho and Kal 
Penn team up again to portray the love-
able duo for the film's sequel, Harold C'r 
Kumar Escape From Guantanamo Bay. The 
Chronicle spoke with cho and Penn 
about all of the hijinks that went into 
making the film . 
» SEE PG. 19 
GAMING CULTURE 
RAFAEl FAJARDO has been designing and 
publishing games for over eight years with 
his publishing company SWEAT. The goal 
of Fajardo and SWEAT is to make socially 
conscious video games to raise questions 
about social issues, particularly on immi-
gration. Fajardo continues to create these 
types of video games at the University of 
Denver. 
» SEE PG. 5 
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Editor's column by Amanda Maurer Editor·in-Chlef 
'Braking' the barriers 
Three people stand in the rain waiting 
for the bus. One man turns to the other 
and says ... 
While I wish the following conversation 
led to some sort of a joke, it was the set up 
of a real·life example of how racism still 
exists today. 
I realize this entire column may seem 
naive, but at the same time I want to make 
the point that a racist comment to one really 
does reflect on society. And we all need to 
work together to make that change. 
I was waiting for the #U Roosevelt bus 
on the evening of April 8 when I was soon 
joined by a tall white man. He had dark hair, 
blue eyes and probably was in his late 20s 
or early lOS. 
His clothes were very professional: He 
was wearing a long, black wool coat, black 
pants, shoes and a light blue linen shirt 
cuff peeked out of his coat's sleeve. He stood 
waiting next to me, under his umbrella. 
probably listening to a podcast of NPR on 
his iPocL 
Soon we were joined by a black man, who 
was probably around the same age as the 
other. He was a bit shorter and sported a 
dark, army green nylon jacket. 
] really don't think. the conversation 
would ha""taken pia"" if the common Cl"A 
problem of bus crowding hadn't happened 
right then. 
11lree buses had been waiting at the stop 
before ours for several minutes and we wen~ 
all becoming impatient. 
And then it happened. 
The black man looked to the white 
man and said, "If you complained, they'd 
listen." 
The comment was simple, but his mean-
ing was clear. If both of these men offered 
their grievances to the CTA, one would 
receive a completely different reception 
than the other. 
I think I was most shocked because it 
wasn't one person saying something about 
another race, but rather speaking against 
his own race. 
I was immediately taken aback, and con-
versations I've had in my CUlture, Race and 
Media c1ass and with friends ran through 
my head. Parts of Senator Barack Obama's 
speech on race came alive. 
Pius,onApril4,manycommemorated Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr.'s death. Although we 
have come a long way from Dr. King's time, 
comments like these pr~ that we all have 
a long way to go. 
This is something I've discussed with 
classmates in my CUlture, Race and Media 
class. 
In that course we explore how various 
forms of the media portray people of dif-
ferent races , nationalities, orientations, 
religions and more. We each listened to and 
read Obama's spee-ch on race that he gave 
on March 18. 
While I didn't necessarily agree with all 
that the senator said, I did think he made 
several interesting points. 
For those who missed it,Obama spoke 
mostly to provide some context to Rev,Jer-
emiah Wright (Obama's former r...,rend) 
"anti-America" comments that were float -
ingabout. 
Obama said Wright's "offending" com· 
ments ultimately divided the country's dif· 
ferent communities, instead of unifying 
them. 
"Many of the disparities that exist in the 
African-American community today can 
be directly traced to inequalities passed on 
from an earlier generation that suffered 
under the brutal legacy of slavery and Jim 
Craw," he said. 
We still have problems that have roots 
that go all the way back to slavery including 
education, property ownership and occupa· 
tions continue to hold back some in the 
black community,Obama explained. 
And since many older blacks (and whites) 
grew up in a society that was restricted to 
certain races, it's passed on a certain men-
tality that continues to hold them back, 
he said. 
But it's not only these larger problems 
that prevent us from moving on, I think 
it's the little comments on aU sides that 
make us each take a step back, instead of a 
step forward. 
amaurer@dlronid,mail.com 
CAMPUS POLL: H you joined the circus, what perfonner would you be? 
• SEE CIRCUS, PG. 15 
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Campus News 
MIS 
GtNE~~T\oN, 
M'j 
GENE I<A Tu>N . 
POLITICS VIA COMICS On April 2 Columbia held its annual Paula Pfeffer and Cheryl Johnson-Odim Political Cartoon Contest for Columbia students. (Top) Mellsa Des Rosiers won first place in the multiple panel cartoon category_ Gil 
Medina was the single panel strip winner. The fi rst place winners each received $450 each. The contest received more than 25 submissions. 
Columbia in 10 seconds ... or less 
Columbia baseball team to 
have home game on April 18 
THE COLUMBIA Renegades baseball team's 
next home game will be on April 18 at 
6:30 p.m. against Roosevelt University. 
The game will be played at me field, 901 
W. Roosevelt Road. 
Latino Alliance to host annual 
Culture Night on April 16 
THE SIXTH annual Culture Night will be 
held in the Conaway Center in the 1104 
Center, 1104 S. wabash Ave., from 6 to 
10 p.m. The event is free for Columbia 
students. 
Columbia to present Pulitzer 
Prize-winning play 
RUNNING FROM April 23 to May4,Columbia 
students will be performing "You Can't 
Take it With You" in the Getz Theater in 
the 11th Street Campus, 71 I .llth St. Tick-
ets range from $10-$14. 
Games used 
for social 
messages 
Game developer Rafael Fajardo 
speaks on socially conscious 
video games 
by Miles Mattean 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
THROUGH THE collaborative effort of game 
designers,one publishing company creates 
socially conscious video games to comment 
on social issues, particularly immigration. 
Rafael Fajardo,a video game designer and 
publisher, spoke about his experience in 
video game design at the Interactive Arts 
and Media visiting lecture series on April 
10 in the wabash campus Building, 623 S. 
wabash Ave. 
At the lecture "Reflective Play," Fajardo 
discussed his work and the steps he fol-
lows to finish his projects. He commented 
on many different aspects of the gaming 
world but focused most of the lecture on his 
games and the message that comes across 
through them. 
As the founder of SWEAT, a video game 
collaborative dedicated to making socially 
conscious games, Fajardo gave a behind-
the-scenes look at SWEAT's latest video 
games. SWEAT not only makes the games, 
but also publishes them on its website, at 
www.Sudor.net.freeto the public. 
SWEAT began work on its first game, 
Crosser, in 2000 at the University of Texas 
at EI Paso. Fajardo,a Rhode Island School of 
Design graduate, said the group used their 
natural setting at the U.S.-Mexico border 
to create the setting of the game. Specific 
landmarks from Fajardo's life can be seen 
in the game. The collaborative effort of the 
group made Crosser the game it was. 
"We managed to tell a story from that 
place," Fajardo said. 
Crosser is a game that resembles the game 
play in thb well-known Frogger. The objec-
tive of the game is to get carlos Moreno, an 
illegal immigrant, across the U.S. -Mexico 
border. 
In his way are many obstacles, including 
a Ford Explorer and borde r security. One 
aspect of this game that has seen much 
attention is the subtle social messages that 
comment on immigration. Fajardo made it 
a point to not have death in Crosser because 
he felt that violence was not necessary in 
any aspect of the game. 
"The absence of violence is, in this case, 
meaningful ," Fajardo said. 
Another project Fajardoworked on at the 
University of Texas at I I Paso was La Migra. 
» SEE SWEAT, PG. 5 
NIU memorial concert to be 
held on April 18 
THE CONCERT. which will have a mix of 
live music as well and spoken word per-
formances, will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. 
in the Conaway Center in the 1104 Center, 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
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Student organizations moving up to sunlight 
Student organizations leave Hub 
for sunlit spaces 
by Robert Bykowski 
Campus News Editor 
STARTING IN the fall , student organiza tions 
at Columbia will come out of the basement 
and into the light . 
All s tudent organizations , currently 
spread across Columbia's campus, w ill 
start relocating during the summer to the 
fourth floor of 916 S. w abash Ave. The news 
is welcoming for the organizations and 
their members w ho have spent the past 
six years making the windowless, seem-
ingly hidden Hub in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. 
wabash Ave., the ir home. 
have their own permanent spaces, with 
communal spaces set aside for all other 
student organizations. 
"All of the other organizations are going 
to have the opportunity to use laptops, files, 
networked printers and multiple confer-
ence rooms [that come in] multiple sizes," 
Cottone said. 
There will also be additional lounge space 
and storage space for the organizations, he 
said. 
The layout for the new location was deter-
mined almost exclusively by the student 
organizations, Cottone said. While credit-
ing the Assistant Dean of Student Life Kari 
Sommers with securing the location for 
the organizations, Cottone said once they 
were granted the space, the administration 
stepped back and allowed the student orga-
nizations to detennine the layout. 
"We lare going toJ have sunligh t," sa id 
Jessica Valerio, the St uden t Government 
Association 's vice pres ident of Communi-
cation . "The main thing that I'm excited 
about is we're not stuck down in the base-
ment , a nd we're m ore in a central area 
where students can fi nd us." 
organizations since 2002. With the sta rt of the fall semester. student organizations will move to 916 S. 
While the Hub has left the student 
organizations and staff with many fond 
memories, there appears to be little second· 
guessing the decision to move out. 
The Hub has been t he home for va rious 
student organiza tions since September 
2002, accord ing to Dominic Cottone, t he 
di rector of Student Orga n iza tions a nd 
Leadership. When s tudent orga niza tions 
in itially moved into the Hub, it cons is ted 
of litt le more t han a few couches and 
empty offices that no one was overseeing, 
Cottone said. 
Over the years, the Hub was renovated to 
be more accommodating,said SGA president 
Brian Matos, but when anyone stood in the 
Wabash Ave. 
Hub, "you knew you were in a basement ." 
According to Matos , prior to the renovation, 
the Hub had awkwa rd pillars, walled off 
areas and hidden offices. The renovations 
helped, but it has never been a very inviting 
place, Matos said. 
Therefore ,a massive loca t ion change and 
res tructuring for the s tude nt orga niza -
tions will soon be underway, as all student 
organizat ions w ill be headquartered on 
t he fourt h fl oor of the 916 S. Wabash Ave. 
building, including stud<>nt organiza tions 
The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan at 11 th St. 
Concert H a I I Events 
Monday April 1. 
Andrew Pelleteir Senior Recital 
12:00 PM 
Student Concert Series 
7:00 PM 
Tuesday April 15 
Sean Christopherson 
Senior Recital 
12:00 PM 
Jason Eckerson Senior Recital A t the 
Sherwood Conservatory 
7:00 PM 
Julie Wolf Senior Recital 
7.00 PM 
Wedne. day April 16 
Nick Skilnlk 
12:00 PM 
Jerome Ducharme in Concert 
A t the Sherwood Conserva tory 7:00 PM 
Thur, day April 17 
Emily Splogel Senior Recital 
12:00 PM 
Studanl Plano Concort at tho Sherwood 
Consorvatory 
12:00 PM 
Natallo Ollvora 
Indepondent Projoct 
7:00 PM 
Friday April 18 
JiJ/7 Gallery 
12 00 PM 
Marcy Kubik Su"lor Hoelt!!1 
7 00 PM 
S IJ h lmll rfll Huydhl I" Concur! 
/I.I lho ShorwfJOd CUIlI:H,lvutory 
I :Hl IJM 
Dan ThompSOfl THE CHRONICLE 
that are currently located in the Hub, like 
the athletics office and the Student Program. 
mingBoard. 
"The Hub definitely has atmosphere,and 
even after a year here, I have memories, 
but I'm not hesitating at all to move into 
the new space," Valerio said. "It's going to 
be great." Columbia purchased the 916 S. Wabash 
Ave. and 1000 S. wabash Ave. buildings in 
July from the Chicago Housing Authority. 
According to Cottone, the floor will have 
an "open office" layout, with no actual offic-
es for the student organiza tions. 
Rather, the ma jor student organizations 
like the Student Organiza tion Council ,Stu-
dent Al umni Associat ion,SPB and SGA will 
Once the student organizations have relo-
cated to their new building this summer, the 
Hub will be converted into studio spaces for 
graduate students in the InterdisCiplinary 
Arts,according to Alicia Berg,vice president 
of campus Environment. 
Sn l()( ) I. l)IST MIL-1 
rbyhowski@Chroniclmtai/.com 
For HeaHh Service Professionals inquiries: 
Speech Pathologists 
702.799.7437 
Occupational Therapists 
702.799,7441 
School Psychologists 
702.799.7465 
Nurses 
702.799.7443 
Excellont Benefit Package 
Mentoring For New Employees 
No State. County, or City Tax 
For Teacher Inquiries: 
702.855.5414 
Interviews are conducted at various 
locations nationally, dally In 
Las Vegas, or by telephone. 
To apply 
visit our websl\(' .11 
www.ccsd.neUjobs 
- ~ ----, 
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»5WEAT: 
Continued from PG. 3 
Fajardo teaches high school 
students video game design in 
two-week workshop 
In this game, the roles are reversed and 
the player is in control of the Ford Explorer 
and has the option of capturing or killing 
the immigrants trying to come across the 
border. 
Though this game allows violence, the 
player will not win or lose if he kills the 
immigrants. Fajardo created the victims 
to lie in a pool of blood. as the game contin-
ues, with no one left but the victims on the 
ground for the player to feel remorse from 
their deaths. 
After the two games were completed, 
Fajardo decided to move SWEAT to the Uni-
versity of Denver. In Denver, SWEAT has 
worked on numerous gaming and educa-
tional projects. 
Currently,Fajardo has completed the first 
half of a four-fragment project named Juan 
and the Beanstalh. In 2003, th e group com-
pleted seeds of Solitude, where the farmer 
J uan must get rid of poppy-seeds in his 
garden . 
The second piece of the project titled 
Fifa! Fo! Fum! followed in plot with seeds of 
Solitude. In this game, Juan will play soccer 
against Pablo Escobar, a formercolombian 
drug lord , in orde r to buy marijuana seeds 
for his fann or convince Escobar he does 
not need them. The game is set up in style 
offoosball, with three in-synch team mem-
bers,one side with Juan and the other with 
Escobar. If Juan wins, a picture appears 
showing Escobar standing on Juan's head 
Rafael Fajardo, the creator of SWEAT. discusses the speCifics of 'Crosser' one of four socially conscious 
video games on April 10 in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
and a pool of blood around his body. When 
Juan loses, he is handed the seeds from 
Escobar. Fajardo sa id this is commenting 
directly on the life of a Colombian and how 
h orrible a situation it all is. 
"The gam e shows that in this case, win-
ning is actually losing," Fajardo said. 
The last two fragments that will bring the 
project to an end have not been completed 
yet , but Fajardo discussed anothe r major 
gaming project SWEAT has been working 
on titled Squeezed. 
Squeezed is 95 percent complete. The con-
cept of the game is the player's avatar is a 
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE 
frog that needs to pick the most and best 
amount of fruit for distribution. Frogs can 
send some fruit back home, but some must 
go to powering the city. The game repre-
sents the lives of Mexican workers compet-
ing against one another. 
Professors at columbia have se'en the 
socially conscious video games that Fajardo 
has been making and take the messages 
positively. 
Brendan Riley, a faculty m ember in the 
English Department,said he sees a growing 
industry and space for this kind of gam e 
maker. 
Graduating Seniors, 
Riley said the games could not become a 
significant commercial enterprise because 
people don't generally play these kinds of 
games for entertainment, but other com-
mercial game designers could learn from 
Fajardo's social messages. 
"As games like this make a more promi-
nent mark, then game designers who are 
working in the prominent commercial 
fields begin to think about these issues more 
strongly," Riley said. 
At the presentation, students heard about 
the specifics of gam e design and exactly 
what kind of steps he took in creating the 
games. 
Gil Medina, a junior game animation 
design major, said he enjoyed hearing the 
professional perspective of gaming and 
would use some of Fajardo's themes. 
"'The broader your knowledge, the more it 
affects your work," Medina said. 
Fajardo continues to teach at the Univer-
sity of Denver and has been a part of a new 
educational project. 
£Very year, he teaches a workshop at the 
University of Denver to high school students 
to learn more about video game design. Far-
jardo sa id the workshop has been provided 
by a grant from the National Science Foun-
dation for the program. 
At the workshop, Fajardo teaches students 
the concepts of video game design and has 
each s tudent make his or her own video 
game by the end of their session. 
This year, the workshop plans to bring 45 
young women. Fajardo said they targeted 
women because women are widelyoutnum-
bered by men in the gaming industry. 
In the past, both men and women who 
showed an interest in gaming were allowed 
into the two-week program. 
mmaftean@chroniclemail.com 
Stop by the Office of Alumni Relations to pick up your Alumni Card and get a FREE gift! 
The Columbia College "never lose your luggage " tag - your choice of neon orange or green! 
Your Alumni Card will allow you to 
access resources at Columbia after 
you graduate. 
Open computer labs 
Health Center at Roosevelt 
Check out materials from the Library 
Discounts at partner stores and restaurants 
And more! 
Visit 600 S. Michigan Ave. Rm. 400 to get your card 
now! 
Questions? Emai l alumni@colum.edu or ca ll 
(312) 344-7802 
Learn more about the Columbia Alumni Association 
& Network, visit www.colum.edu/ alumni 
~ COLUMBIA cr: COllEGE CHICAGO ALUMNI < ASSOCIATlON & CJ NETWORK Columbia ~ COLLEGE CHICAGO 
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Columbia goes to 
Movie lot becomes 'too 
corporate: Columbia looks to 
move 
by Tim Bearden 
Assistant campus News Editor 
THE SEMESTER in L.A. program is looking to 
move from its current spot in The Valley, the 
CBS Studio City lot , to Hollywood, according 
taJon Katzman, the director of the Semester 
in L.A. program at the Los Angeles Campus. 
However, no official site has been named. 
According to Katzman, CBS corporate 
headquarters has moved onto the lot that is 
currently occupied by a variety of film com-
panies and filmmakers, including Casey-
Werner, which produced the hit s itcom 
"Roseanne,n and the sound production 
company Todd-AO, which has the oldest 
music scoring stage. 
According to Katzman, the school did 
have the option to stay in the bungalow on 
the lot, but decided to move. 
"It was time for us to move on to the next 
place," Katzman said. 
ART 
Katzman said the college is in negotia-
tions right now regarding a new location, 
but said he was unable to disclose where. He 
added he would know within the next two 
weeks where the program will move. 
"I'm really looking forward to sharing 
where it is," he said. 
Micki Leventh al, Columbia's direc-
tor of Media Relations, said the college 
had no comment regarding the move at 
press time. 
The program started in 1999 with the help 
of Don smith,a faculty member in the Film 
and Video Department,and Bob Enriotto,an 
industry professional who graduated from 
and taught at columbia. Enriotto passed 
away in 2004. 
"Originally, we were located in the Bev-
erly Garland Holiday Inn," Smith said. "It's 
a convention hotel that was close to the 
studio lot and they let the students stay 
there." 
Smith also said they only lasted at the 
hotel for one semester because they wanted 
to be closer to the studios. After that semes-
ter, they moved to the CBS studio City lot 
and have been there for nearly a decade. 
"We've had a good run at CBS," he said. 
"It's not a bad thing to make the move." 
According to Smith, the lot was only 
owned, not occupied, by CBS originally, 
but through the years CBS has started to 
occupy the lot with various build ings, 
including its corporate headquarters. 
"More and more the lot has become CBS," 
he said. "We don't fit in there as well as we 
used to." 
Katzman said the building would fit 
"better in downtown Chicago than on a 
studio lot." 
The lot has been taken over by CBS' cor· 
porate buildings and no longer has as many 
filmmakers as it used to,according to Katz· 
man. Smith said the major advantage of 
the program is networking and gaining 
contacts. 
Smith said when he and Enriotto came 
up with the program they decided on L.A. 
because of its close ties to the industry. 
Smith also said they had looked into New 
York and washington D.C. for the program, 
but, in the end, L.A. was the only viable 
choice. 
"As far as the film industry goes, the uni· 
verse is in Los Angeles," he said. 
Joe Steiff, acting chair for the Film and 
Video Department,said the program offers 
students hands-on experience with indus-
try professionals. 
According to Steiff, the Semester in L.A. 
program has been a success due to the 
curiosity of the students who want to learn 
more about Hollywood and how it works. 
Although most students do independent 
films, he said that system works the same 
way as Hollywood. 
"Understanding the Hollywood system 
can give students a better knowledge of the 
independent model," he said. 
Although it has not been decided where 
the 5emesterin L.A. program will be moved, 
Steiff said the program will remain a part 
of Columbia's curriculum. 
"We will definitely have a place," he said. 
"I'm confident there will [stillJ be a semes-
ter in L.A. program." 
tbtarden@c:hroniclemllil.com 
the LIBRARY 
Opening Reception: 
Thursday April 17th • 5 - 7 
Columbia College Chicago Library, 3rd f loor 
624 S. Michigan Avenue 
Refreshments served 
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Columbia College Chicago 
Campus Apple Store 
33 E. Congress Prkwy, 1 ~ Floor 
Chicago, IL 60605 
(Entrance Off Wabash) 
312.344.8622 
Columbia College + Apple 
= Good Deals 
Right now when you buy an any MacBook, Mac Book Air, or Mac Book Pro 
You recieve a FREE Apple remote and Printer!* 
Logic Studio $149* Final Cut Studio 2 $499* 
Buy a Mac get a Free Printerl. 
1 . ,,1_ MIlO Mini, AllPII".ble to In·.lock oompute", only 
'1Ir it,',! j~4"1I}'.I;I'.1 1·11 I lIlt q', (II Ii I f 11I"f!. f,HI III'" I If, f tl.ll ~ Iq wttl)( 11 11110111" Nil 11111 1\ 1\1: ' 1\:\ \ If ':P(li. tdl Pt( j\\I ~ 
/ ,1 '/,ftl/: lftj 11(,1 ' I'. h'.lhd ,jlq 1111111 II I I, I(llq /"11/ All SO lOG oro finO!. 
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Film festival celebrates New Deal 
75th anniversa ry of the New 
Deal to be ce lebrated t hrough 
film festiva l 
by Meha Ahmad 
Staff Writer 
IT'S BEEN 7S years since Franklin D. 
Roosevelt's New Deal was put into place, 
and it hasn't been forgotten. 
The National Archives & Records Admin· 
istration and the Library of Congress' Arner· 
iean Folklife Center have put together a film 
festival celebrating the New Deal and its 
programs intended to bring America out 
of the Depression. The New Deal included 
passing banking reform laws and establish-
ing programs for emergency relief, work 
relief and agriculture, according to the 
Library of Congress website. 
c olumbia is hosting the 75th Anniver-
saryofthe New Deal Film Festival; the col-
lege is the first venue to host it outside of 
Washington, D.C. Speakers at the fest will 
include Tom Nastick, public programs pro-
ducer from the National Archives, Robert 
Niemi,an associate professor of English and 
St. Michael's College's coordinator of the 
American Studies program as well as author 
of History and Media : Film and n-levision, and 
Constance Buckley, a faculty member in 
Columbia's Liberal Education Department, 
among others. 
Erin McCarthy, a faculty member in the 
Liberal Education Department, said she 
thinks there's a renewed interest in the 
New Deal and it is important for students 
and others to see these films to become 
Franklin D. Roosevelt was the 32nd President of the United States. He was the only president to serve 
four terms in office. 
aware of that time in American history. 
"I think we have so many (areas of study] 
here (at Columbia]-documentary, U.S. 
History, cultural studies-looking at these 
films is kind of a text and studies of the era," 
McCarthy said. "These films remind us of all 
that was accomplished,all that was created 
land] that we see we're unaware of {what] 
came out of the 1930s." 
McCarthy said it has been a long process 
getting the festival at Columbia. 
"'Columbia has the largest film school in 
Courtesy WIKISOURCE.ORG 
the country and a world class facility (Film 
Row Cinema)," McCarthy sa id. "I thought 
we were ideally suited to host the fest." 
carmelo Esterrich, Cultural s tudies pro-
gram director, said the films were "partly for 
education,partly for dissemination ." 
Esterrich encourages students to a ttend 
the festival as it may be the one chan ce for 
them to view many films tha t can only be 
found in the National Archives , he said. 
Thirteen films are scheduled to be 
screened, all of which were produced by 
Student submissions are paid for by the I am going to let my children read Playboy 
Columbia College Chicago Chapter of the ACLU of IL By Tessana Nemenski 
Roosevelt 's administrat ion and were meant 
to promote the New Deal's programs, sa id 
McCarthy. Titles include w ork Pays America, 
Dawn Strikes t he Capitol Dome and the Fight 
for Life. The first movie to be viewed will be 
the The Road is Open Again, a film where a 
songwriter falls asleep and d reams about 
former American pres idents te lling him 
tha t FDR w ill lead the U.S. to prosperi ty, 
directed by Alfred [.Green , who also direct-
ed The Jackie Robinson Story,according tOThe 
Internet Movie Database. 
The festiva l's program will a lso include 
live music in the spirit of the 1930s from 
the local band Swing Doctors. Lead guitar-
ist Rami Gabriel, a faculty member in the 
Liberal Educa tion Depart ment , has been 
playing guita r for more than 15 years and 
said the fi lm festiva l will be the band's fi rst 
gig, 
The songs, he sa id, wi ll be in the style of 
Django Reinhardt, a prominent Belgian -
Gypsy composer and guitarist of the '30S. 
Gabriel said the films about the New Deal 
should be seen by students because of its 
presence in today's political climate, with 
funding for a rts and educa tion programs 
being cut. 
Aqua Percy, a senior broadcast journal-
ism major, said she is inte rested in seeing 
the movies. 
The one-day film festival will take place on 
April 16, starting at 9 a.m. and ending at about 7 
p.m. in the Film Row Cinema in the 1104 Center, 
1104 S. Wabash Ave., with a perfonnance by the 
SWing Doctors at 3:30 p.m. 
chronicle@Chroniclemail.com 
For a Good Time Call", 
a space for student art 
ACLU FREE SPEECH SPACE 
CCCC.ACLU@yahoo.com 
Submit your entries at our meetings 
1:00 pm Tuesdays 
I do not hove children, I am the oldest of 2, the second 
oldest of 15 grondchildren, but I have come to the 
conclusion alter three yeors of reading abaut th is case, 
that I will let my children read porn" ,if they want to, 
in the underground cafe 
SUPPORT CIVIL UNIONS - SB 2436 
Help our effort to extend basic /airness to all 
Illinois couples by supporting civil unions, 
Contact your Members 0/ Congress through the 
Capito l Switchboard at (202) 224-3 121 to 
support the Ill inois Religious Freedom Protection 
and Civil Union Act. Senate Bill 2346 
The Senate Bill 2436 ensures all couples : 
Emergency medical decision making power 
Access to state spousal bene/its 
Workers' compensation 
Spousal pension coverage 
Privilege of sharing a nursing home room 
Access to domestic relations laws & procedure 
Annulment/invalidity 
Separation 
Divorce/ dissolution 
Disposition of property 
Access to civil actions on spousal status 
Wrongful death octions 
Emotional distress cla ims 
Wills, trusts, & estates 
Tax relief at State & municipal level 
Domestic violence protections 
Spousal testimonial privilege 
Right to control d isposition of remains 
visit www.aclu-il.arg/ civi lunian 
I am a rarity; a chick that likes comic books, Yep, 
Been a die hard fan for about 8 years now, Even more 
so abaut,3 years ago when I learned of Gordon Lee 
from the Comic Book Legal Defense Fund, 
The charges held against Lee are all statues falling 
under obscenity laws, Anyone who has taken Legal 
Arts at Columbia knows what I mean when I say that 
these laws are really vague, Between watching this 
case for the last three years, and researching the law, 
I have a serious issue with the phrasing: "community 
standards ", This is by far one of the worse phrasings 
in a legal ideal. The premise to charge (either civil or 
crim ina l) under obscenity laws, is the fact that the item 
in question hos to be deemed harmful to minors by 
"community standards" , How can there be a 
community standard if, possibly, the same people in 
the same commun ity think two different things about 
what may be obcene? 
Why now, in 2008? Are we sti ll back in Ihe 1950 's, 
the doys of Dr, Wertham claim ing that Botman makes 
liHle boys gay2 There are eight year olds playing 
Grand Thelt Auto, watching Saw and reading cheat 
guides to Rainbow Team Six, (I know, they are my 
cousins), I know parents, who lets their 3-year-old 
watch The Matrix , I don'l find the book obscene,1 find 
the DA of Rome, Go, (a long wi th the parents) to be 
hypocritica lly obscene, • 
visi t www,clbdf,org Conth: Strip b~' Ou\'id lIughl's 
URBAN ARTS FESTIVAL 
MANIFEST STUDENT STAFF NEEDED 
The Office of College-wide Events is seeking outgoing, reliable, detail-oriented 
students to staff the Manifest main stage TICKET OFFICE distributing OK Go 
tickets to the Columbia community. Candidates must be available to work on 
May 16th. 
Hours: M-F, April 21st - May 15th 
gam - 5pm 
Friday May 16th 
gam -11pm 
Pay is $8.00/hour 
Those interested please email your resume and availability to 
manifest@colum.edu 
No phone calls please. 
ENTER TO WIN SOME OF 
THE GREATEST FILMS 
OF ALL nME ON DW! 
ColTE!ctly answer the following trivia questions 
and you could be eligible to receive some of 
UA's greatest titles on OVO! 
One lucky winner will take home several 
classic UA titles. 
What UA title starring Dick Van Dyke 
became a Broadway musical? 
What actor is referred to as 
The Man With No Name' in the "Dollars" 
t r ilogy - "Fistful of Dollars ," 
"For A Few Dollars More" and 
"The Good , The Bad and The Ugly?" 
What actor was nominated for an Oscar 
in 1977 for his leading role in "Rocky?" 
To enter, submit your answer to uachronicle@hotmail.com 
with your complete name and fu ll mailing address. 
And, Check Out Newspaper Listings For 
The UA 90Th Film Festival Currently Playing 
At The Music Box Theatre. 
'j"") <_~""~~! "'<Iooo .. "1'''''' I'' .... lu~ __ 'AoIIl''''''N!''' I'''''''''''.'''&'''''/~' ...... "A ooivt./Io to"' ... _ .... '~l ro:J .. , ... "'" 
I'M, "VI I~ 'l'/~ul l ~Vf, ~1 'j;."",..I)"'I'_" "'~"""'I"''''_''''' .'''''~'''' '''fi*''J' .. I''JoI .... ~; Ib ;.r~ w ....... " .... ,""'~; .. d .... ' -..I 
OI •• • .. , I .... t.~_ ... 1 
UNITED ARTISTS 
\f' 1'11,IVl ([1MI'AN't 
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Artist creates work through advertising symbols 
Controversial artist continues 
lecture series with presentation 
by Miles Mattean 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
A CONTROVERSIAL artist who uses logos and 
advertising to express himself through 
art spoke about his black heritage, history 
and family experiences and how they have 
affected his creative work. 
Branded, the latest installment in 
Columbia's Art and Design lecture series, 
welcomed Hank Willis Thomas on April 7 
in the School of the Art Institute's School 
Auditorium,280 S. Columbus Drive. It was 
co-sponsored by the Art and Design Depart-
ment and the School of the Art Institute. 
The latest installment in t he lecture 
series was put togeth er by Amy Mooney, 
a faculty member in the Art and Design 
Department. 
Mooney said her area of specialization 
is African-American art and she was inter-
ested in trying to find black artists who are 
also engaging elements of design in their 
work and thinking about consumer culture 
altogether. 
Hank Willis Thomas speaks about his artwork and advertising symbols to create some of his pieices in 
the School of the Art Institute·s School Auditorium, 280 S. Columbus Drive. on April 7. 
"{Thomas" work branches all of that.n 
Mooney said. "{His workl is talking about 
issues of race. identity, consumer culture 
and how art and design are so together." 
At the lecture. Thomas talked about a 
number of personal issues in his life. He 
first spoke about his family and his past and 
how they affect his way of making art. As 
the son of Deborah willis Thomas. a photog-
raphy historian and chair of photography 
at New York University. Thomas said his 
artistic career started with her. 
"I followed in her footsteps." Thomas said. 
"I was really interested in this juxtaposition 
between what's going on in the foreground 
and the background {of a picturel." 
One of the first projects Thomas spoke 
about was when he used framing as a key 
concept in his photography as undergradu-
ate student at NYU. 
Thomas would give subjects in the picture 
frames and allow them to put the frame 
over what they fe lt was the most important 
.. 
.. • 
Jocty Warl'\er THE CHRONICLE 
aspect of the picture. Thomas displayed one 
picture that showed his mother in a bright 
red hat holding up a frame in a cafe and at 
that same moment a woman walking with 
a red hat looked directly into the frame. 
"It really spoke to me a lot about chance. 
so 1 called it ·serendipity· ... Thomas said. 
After Thomas graduated from NYU, one 
experience changed the way he looked at art 
and what he made : His 27-year-old cousin 
was shot to death bya group of thieves who 
wanted to rob him. 
.. 
If not. you will be restricted from registering for summer and fall classes. SFS 
has placed REGISTRATION HOLDS on students' accounts that are not current 
on their payment plan as of March 6, 2008. or have a past-due balance. 
Students are notified of holds through their Columbia student email account 
and by the Student Financial Services Help Line call campaign. 
In order to have your registrat ion hold removed, your student account must 
be current! If your account becomes current after March 6, 2008, you must 
contact Student Financial Services to have your hold removed. 
Chec~ your current balance or financial aid status by logging on to OASIS. 
Payments can be submitted online. by mail, or in person at the cashier 
window located at 600 S. Michigan Ave on the 3rd floor. 
For more information visit: www.colum.edu/ sfs 
After the funeral, Thomas s truggled 
with trying to make a project about 
his family and telling the story of his cousin 
through photographs, but he felt the pic-
tures did not express his feelings. 
"My work is of a relatively large range, 
and these pictu res are really personal," 
Thomas said. "They may not be as catch-
ing as my other pieces, but they are just as 
important." 
Thomas's most famous work to date is the 
work he does with logos and advertis ing. 
Thomas takes different advertiSing logos, 
like the Air Jordan symbol, and puts them 
in context with a different time period. 
One p iece of h is had the Air Jordan 
symbol lynched from the cotton tree logo 
to signify what would have happened to 
Michael Jordan in a different time period. 
Another piece of his shows the Absolut 
Vodka bottle as a merchant ship fi lled with 
black slaves. At the bottom of the picture, he 
wrote 'Absolut Power' to signify the power 
of whites over blacks at that time period. 
"I t hink of logos as our generation'S 
hieroglyphics," Thomas said. "You can go 
anywhere in the world and still see the 
same logo's everywhere." 
Students received the presentation posi-
tively. Christopher Gatton, a sophomore 
ceramics major at the School of the Art 
Institute,said he enjoyed the presentation 
and the ideas that Thomas was putting 
across. 
"I enjoyed seeing the concepts that 
{Thomas) was trying to convey and the 
media he uses to express that,n Gatton 
said. 
mmaftean@chroniclemail.com 
? 
• 
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, 
or ca ll our tOil-free Help Line: 1.866.705.0200. Columbia c 
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642 South ClArk St. 
www.dwightlofts.com 
312.588.1231. 
Dwight Lofts Features 
• 2 and 4 bedroom lofts 
• Single or double bedrooms 
• Artfully furnished 
• Full kitchen in each loft 
• 42" flat-panel HOTV in living room 
• Utilities included at one flat rate (electricity, 
gas, water, satellite TV, Internet. 
emergency phone! 
• High-speed Internet in every bedroom and 
living room. Wi-F. ih common areas ,',':~ 
• Art studio space, music practice rooms and 
study lounges 
• Eleventh-floor sky lounge with 
outdoor terrace 
• On-site fitness center and laundry facility 
• Modern firellife-safety systems with 
automatic fire sprinklers 
• Card-key entry into each loft and individually 
locking bedroom doors 
• 24-hour lobby attendant and security cameras 
• Secure. indoor heated parking available 
• Individual contracts. no liiabitity ro.r 
roommates' rent 
Freshman television major Chris Stephen performs during Wise Ass on April 10 in the 
Hokln Annex in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
SPECIAL TO THE CHRONICLE 
Color, class go hand 
in hand 
Critical Encounters' Roots and 
Routes : Weekly Narratives of 
Poverty and Privilege 
by Ello Leturia 
Faculty, Journalism Department 
I was born in a private clinic, via caesar-
ean section, one month before my mother's 
due date.l chose my birth date but not the ' 
society 1 was being welcomed into. 
I have fond memories of growing up in 
San Isidro, a nice section of Lima in Peru. 
My mother sent me to school when I was 
three-years-old because I couldn't keep 
quiet at home while she was pregnant with 
my youngest brother. 
When I was 6,my father. a chemical engi-
neer, got a job in northern Peru and the 
whole family moved up there to a sugar 
. plantation. The pl.mtation town, cartavio, 
was divided by.an invisible line magical-
ly drawn through the main plaza. To the 
south was wher~ the working class people 
and their families lived. The 
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE 
winner, had to stay. Then, in October 1968, 
a military junta took place. 
President velasco Alvarado aimed for a 
socialized economy that would end class 
inequality. He nationalized all the indus-
tries and outlawed imports from the United 
sta,tes. He decreed that land was to be the 
property of those who work on it, not just 
those who own it.The same happened with 
information and journalism. 
For the firs~ time. I experienced first -· 
hand what it was like to work and wait for 
the things you wanted. Gas and beef were 
. regulated, and, later on, we had national 
curfews. 
The monthly club fee of the club was 
reduced from 500 to 10 soles so every-
body could become a member. Everything 
changed. I stopped gQing to the pool the day 
I saw poop floating in the water. 
Once we were back in Lima, the social 
and racial divisions were more apparent. I 
attended a catholic school, and my class-
mates' parents drove C3maros and Mus-
tangs and belonged to private clubs. Even 
though my family had a live in-maid,which 
made for a comfortable life, my classmates 
had two or three maids, bigger houses 
and opportunities for travel, among other 
things. 
My mother told us she wanted to give us 
what she didn't have. She had been born 
into an established family, and her father 
was a dentis t who left the 
critical encou'nters: family financially unprotected northern side was reselVed 
for the accountants, medical 
doctors and engineers. 
School was a treat for me. POVERTy 
± privilege 
when he died. She had to quit 
high school to get a job. 
I chose to go to a private uni-
versity. With effort, my par-
ents paid for everything. I felt 
fortunate, but a.good number 
Children from both sides of 
the line attended, but only 
the ones who could afford 
the tuition. I made friends quickly. I noticed 
that my neighbors from the northern side, 
besides having big homes and nicer cars, 
were lighter in complexion, while working 
class people were darker. In Peru, class and 
race can be very tightly intertwined. 
We had a big house with six bedrooms, 
two full bathrooms, maid quarters, two 
patios and more than 3,000 square feet of 
yard adorned with colorful roses that the 
gardener took care of, along with passion 
fruit bushes and papaya,guava and banana 
trees. 
I enjoyed spending time at the private 
club that was attended by families of pro-
fessionals. All the kids called the adults 
wh~ were friends of their parents "aunt or 
uncle." There were two swimming pools, 
soccer and tennis fields and plenty of social 
events. My father gave my oldest brother 
and me up to 10 soles daily to spend on 
snacks at the club's cafeteria. A grilled-
cheese sandwich was 4 soles. I remember. 
My mother was unhappy with life in the 
small town, and she missed her family and 
her life in Lima. But my father, the bread· 
of my college classmates didn't really give a 
thought to what they were getting. Some of 
them cared more about smoking imported 
cigarettes and talking about their inter· 
national trips or the new car their chauf-
feur was driving. On the other hand, I saw 
other students struggling to pay for their 
tuition. 
Here, as during my childhood days on 
the plantation and later in high school, I 
could see the same pattern: People with 
lighter complexions were more affluent and 
thought of themselves as more important. 
Decades later,l see life as an ever-present 
challenge. We make the best out of it. We all 
survive in this jungle.We need to adapt and 
promote change for the best. Money and 
race still help, but perseverance and intel· 
ligence definitely make a difference. 
'11te aim of Critical Encounters is to encour-
age you to engage with difficult questions about 
poverty and privilege. Hopefully, you will I eel 
inspired to write your own narratives, which you 
can send to me for inclusion. - Stephanie Shone-
han (CriticaIEnc:ounters@c:olum.edu) 
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SHORT FUSE? 
GO AHEAD, LIGHT IT UP: PORTFOLIO WEB 
'.-
PORTFOLIO WEB is a web publishing system 
that will put your work samples online-right now; 
let you get feedback (on-site) from t~achers, 
friends, and professionals--whenever; 
and will let you make chal)ges- anytime. 
(For seniors and graduate students) 
COLUM.EDUjPORTFOLIO 
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» ELEVATORS: 
Continued from Front Page 
Lack of city inspectors slowing 
down inspections in Chicago 
Quackenbush said there are about 18,000 
people each year hurt by elevators and there 
are 30 killed each year by elevators. 
With yearly inspections, it 's assumed 
that throughout the year the elevators 
have been properly maintained, which isn't 
always the case,Quackenbush said. He sup-
ports the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers ' cOOe suggestion of semiannual 
inspections. 
The lapse of inspections isn't unique to 
columbia, Gregory said. This is a proble.m 
permeating throughout the city because 
there aren't enough inspertors, he said. 
There are 13 elevator insp<dor.; in Chicago, 
McCaIfroy said.Gtqory approximates there 
are 28,000 elevators and escalators in the 
city. He ~timates that each inspector can 
handle about 1,000 elevators a year, meaning: 
tM city needs 28 insp«1:ors, he said. 
· 11>e",·, DO way that 1131 guy, worlti"8 
between 8 and 4:30 lcan handle it alii ... 
they're just going to get further behind and 
further be.hind; Gregory said. -There's a 
whole ch<cltlist 01 what you'", supposed to 
inspe<-t and I guarantee you with 113I _ they 
haw DO chanc-e.-
Gregory said this is iii citywide conttm 
with real repercussions. 
-lbe question is no( if I~re will be an 
iilccident!. ifs when.lf they are not m.ain-
tained safelV. I gua.rantee you there will be 
an accident: Gr<gorysaid. · 11 nobody loolu; 
at it , what assuran~ do you havf' that it's 
in good shape?" 
It is estimated that some of Columbia's 
buildings will be inspected in October, 
McCaffrey said. These include the South 
Campus Building,624 S.Michigan Ave.; the 
w abash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash 
Ave" a nd the Alexandroff Campus Center, 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
others 'like the Dance Cente r and the 33 E. 
Congress Parkway Building were scheduled 
in March and January, but the inspections 
haven't happened yet. There isn't an esti -
mated inspection time (or the 1104 Center, 
1104 S. wabash Ave" McCaffrey said. 
EVen if the-y are estimated to be inspected, 
it may not happen, McCaffrey sa id. The esti -
mates are internal schedules that are used 
by the elevator inspectors, he said. 
chris Karabis, chief of staff for Ald. Bob 
Fioretti (2nd ward) said it 's the respomibil· 
ityof the city Department of Buildings and 
of Columbia to make sure inspections are 
up to date. 
-Just because someone sees something 
uninspected means that you just isnore 
it," Karabis said. "Everyone needs to take 
re;ponsibility." 
Some students at Columbia said the lack 
of inspection is a concern. 
TOmmy Brid~Ue. a junior audio arts and 
acoustic major. said although nothing ""ri· 
ous may happen, it 's iii charK"'e that shouldn't 
be taken and elevator.; should be inspe<-ted. 
Lupe Rocha ,a frHrunan markering com· 
munic:ation major, said she recently notiCfd . 
an expired e.levator certificate in the 33 E. 
congress Parkway Building and said it was 
.sary~ry. 
· we. don't know if th~y ' re working 
properly or not ; she said . 
bll'hliluTfnon@rhronl(lmul ll..lom 
The ele'l8tor InwectJon cef\Jftcate in the AIe.xandtoft' Campus Centef. 6(X) S. MictIIpn Iwe.. is ... due 
'Of inSPeCtion. Chtca&o's MunicIpal Code specifies that etevators Shoukt be inspected ewKy 12 months. 
AJI of the etevators '" Co6umbI.a's matn buikftrcs have expired oertJftcIItM. 
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Arts & Entertainmen 
Nathan Drackett stretches during an Intermediate Gymnastics class at the Actors Gymnasium, 927 Noyes St. , in Evanston, III. , on April 8. Actors and actresses from various theater troupes leam more about 
gymnastics, tumbling and theatrical aerial work at the training center. The center is also home to the Piven Theater Workshop. 
Students In the intermediate aerial arts class on April 8 stretch their legs as they prepare to practice on 
the trapeze and aerial fabric. Jody warner THE CHRONICLE 
No clowning around 
Circus program aims to break 
Inhibitions as students perform 
circus stunts, tricks 
by Derek Kucynda 
Assistant A&E Editor 
SUSPENDED 40 feet in the air, with aerial 
fabrics tied and tucked between their legs, 
students take a deep breath and let go of 
their inhibitions. Falling from the fabric like 
a ragdoll , one can only assume they might 
hit the ground with a painfuJthump. 
However, with mere feet separating the 
s tudents from the blue mats, the fabric 
s tops their fall just in time for them to 
strike an elegant, swan-like pose for spec-
tators . This routine is one of the many 
lessons students are required to learn for 
their Intermediate Aerial Arts class at the 
Actors Gymnasium, 927 Noyes St., located 
in Evanston, Ill. Open for more than 13 
years, the Actors Gymnasium is a circus 
and performing arts school that caters 
to students of all ages, according to Jared 
Kling, the general manager of the Actors~ 
Gymnasium. 
The school's main area oC focus is educa-
tion, which includes year-round classes 
in circus and aerial arts, contortion, gym-
nastics, juggling and other disciplines, 
Kling said. The craCt oC circus and aerial 
arts is not an easy task, Kling said, a nd 
many students have said the classes there 
have taken them out of their comfort zone. 
Lessons they learn at the school can test 
their ne rve and daring. Beginning s tu-
dents who are afraid of performing flips 
on cushy, blue mats or on a 2o-foot high 
trapeze find the school to be a comfortable 
envi ronment to learn how different circus 
techniques can relinquish their fears and 
inhibitions, he said. 
Nathan Drackett, who has been a student 
and part-time teacher at the Actors Gym-
nasium for more than five years, said the 
school has a multitude of s tudents, from 
those who are adept at circus and aerial arts 
to people with no experience at all. He said 
everyone has a bit of apprehension with 
taking a class at the Actors Gymnasium. 
"It's really good, because it forces people to 
go outside of their zone," Drackett said. "The 
faculty here is good at pushing people's limits 
and getting them to do something they usu-
ally wouldn't be comfortable doing, like jump-
ingupon a trapeze or doing a backflip." 
As a teacher, Drackett said he realizes 
the importance of making newcomers 
feel comfortable by assisting them step-
by-step and demonstrating proper saCety, 
especially when a student is suspended 20 
to 30 feet in the air. 
"You have to understand people's com-
Cort zones and how much to push them," 
Drackett said. "You don't want to push 
them away, but you also want them to get 
to the next level." 
Drackett has applied his acquired circus 
arts skills to other productions and shows 
in the Chicago area. Most recently, he was 
a part of the Lyric Opera's production oC"La 
Boheme" as a juggler. 
"'It really helps as an actor to put (these 
Jody Warner THE CHRONICLE 
skills! on your resume (because! it broad· 
ens your audition range and your physical 
and mental flexibility as an actor," Drack· 
ett said. "Any physical class that gets you 
to focus on what your body is doing really 
helps with character work and creating a 
physical character." 
One of the teachers at the Actors Gym-
nasium, Jill Heyser, said many actors and 
famous circus arts performers come to 
instruct master classes at the school,teach-
ing them real-life circus skills and tricks. 
"'We've had Elsie Smith of Gemini Tra· 
peze, who is also a part of the Cirque Du 
SoieH ensemble, and otherworld·class jug-
glers and musicians !comeJ," Heyser said. 
Heyser also said many students and fac-
ulty at the center simply enjoy the workout 
and increased stamina they receive from 
practicing and concentrating on circus 
and aerial arts . 
"People have come here to work out 
muscle issues, and it builds a lot of core 
and upper body strength," Heyser said. 
"Also, people really enjoy being a ble to 
learn something that is so fun and exciting 
at thei r own pace. It's definitely something 
amazing (you! can tell other people you're 
doing." 
Although she now teaches at the Actors 
Gymnasium,Heyser has been with the pro-
gram since 1998, when she was a student 
at the Actors Gymnasium. After becoming 
a teacher, she said she has noticed a strong 
sense of a community of actors looking 
to be more physical with their acting and 
movement. 
"I think (the Actors Gymnasium] is a very 
successful program because it gives people 
a sense of accomplishment in a supportive 
» SEE CIRCUS, PG . 28 
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Droppin' it direct by Derek Kucynda Assistant A&E Editor 
Lollapalooza lineup leaked? 
Chicago Sun-Times pop music critic Jim 
DeRogatis couldn't wait for the Lollapa-
looza website to post the lineup for this 
summer's festival. Instead, he announced 
the initial bands performing at the outdoor 
festival on his blog a day-before the lineup 
was scheduled to be revealed. 
According to his blog, DeRogatis expressed 
annoyance at Lollapalooza founder Peny Far-
rell and said he is "still waiting on a response 
from Farrell on ways LoUapalooza could 
improve its relations with the chicago music 
scene and make its ubiquitous corporate 
sponsorships slightly less obnoxious." This 
led me to believe that DeRogatis and Farrell 
had a grudge they had not yet settled. 
The official lineup was announced on 
the Lollapalooza website on April 7, ending 
speculation on who would be performing at 
the fourth annual Chicago music fest . 
However,theroad to the Lollapalooza lineup 
announcement was a long one,especialiyfor 
Chicago music critics. In an attempt to break 
the news first, critics like DeRogatis relied on 
industry sources to leak the artist lineup on 
their blogs before Farrell could. 
Chicago Tribune music critic Greg Kot 
was the first to announce that Radiohead 
and Nine Inch Nails would be headlining, 
with the possibility of Radiohead as the 
centerpiece of the festival, accord ing to 
KOt's Turn it Up blog. 
DeRogatis took the Lollapalooza feIVor one 
step further and let slip that Rage Against 
the Machine, wilco and Kanye West,among 
another couple dozen bands, will also be per-
forming at Lollapalooza, prompting Farrell 
to call out DeRogatis and label him the "evil 
mascot" of Lollapalooza 2008, comparing 
him to cartoon character Pepe LePew. 
"He's a stinker,so itwas kind of like having 
a skunk at the party," Farrell said in an inter-
viewwith Vhl. "SOwhatdo wedo?Well,1 think 
we should make him the stinky mascot." 
DeRogatis fired back on his blog on April 
6, saying he was still waiting on Farrell's 
response to corporate sponsorship and 
claimed that pepe LePew would always 
get the girls. After expressing his opinion, 
DeRogatis spilled the entire lineup at 5 p.m. , 
a m ere 15 hours before Lollapalooza was 
expected to post the lineup on its website. 
As a result, DeRogatis alienated himself 
from Farrell, costing him a valuable source, 
especially when his newspaper rnightwant to 
write more about the famed music festival. 
In addition,DeRogatis let Farrell get to him 
on a personal level, prompting him to retort to 
Farrell's comments,an unprofessional move 
for DeRogatis. He could have brushed it off. 
Farrell could call me any name under the 
sun, but that doesn't mean I should pub-
licly call him out for not responding to my 
messages. The damage has been done and 
taking the higher road would be beneficial 
for both parties. 
Personally, I would never spill the beans 
on people who would trust me with private 
information. Professionally, I would be cau-
tious if I came upon some unattainable infor-
mation. Ifthisinfonnationwas in my hand a 
few days before the initial lineup announce-
ment, I would have announced a name or 
two and gained notoriety, unlike DeRogatis, 
who announced all of the headliners theweek 
before the official announcement. 
As a past attendee of Lollapalooza, I was 
disappointed to see that DeRogatis was 
the one to blow the whistle. Thanks, but no 
thanks, DeRogatis. I would have rather pre-
ferred the surprise that I've waited more 
than three months for. At least you were 
able to break the story in an unprofessional 
way. I'm pretty sure you won't be getting a 
call from Farrell anytime soon. 
dhucynda@chroniclemail.com 
Chr issy knows best by Chriss)'-,Mahlmeister • Managing Editor 
Small fry slip-ups 
I had one of those fantasy childhoods. 
Mom and dad were always smiling, my 
older brothers and sisters were my best 
friends and even my dog was totally awe-
some.But there's more to growing up than 
just hanging with the fam: a little thing 
called smarts. 
In my classes I was a quick learner and 
went starry-eyed over multiplication tables, 
but when it came to practical things, mom 
and dad must've stopped a little short. 
Remember those friends who told you 
ridiculous things like, "When you have 
babies, you're gonna die"? 
Yeah, well , I might 've been that kid. 
There were a few, uh, misunderstandings 
of the ways of the world when I was a 
little tyke. It didn't take me too long to 
figure out the reality, but how I ever came 
to these conclusions back in the day is 
beyond me. 
When my sister and I were children, we 
would plop ourselves in front of our over-
sized TV and s it close enough so we could 
touch the screen. When I was younger I 
didn't just watch the programs, I inter-
acted with them and so did she. 
ROAMIN' NUMERALS 
The number of cigarette butts artist 
Adrian Avenell is asking for in order to 
make a sculpture, according to News. 
200 000 com. Avenell did the math and 
, found that if he 
gets 50, 40 cigarette-a-day smokers, 
he wi ll have enough Cigarettes in 
six months. Have TRUTH and STAND 
heard about this yet? 
On a typical Saturday morning in our 
PJS, we were watching some cartoons and 
laughing our little hearts out, but then a 
series of commercials came on. I'll never 
forget, in my straight bob haircut with 
bangs across my forehead, I turned to her 
and said, "These commercials are live, 
right? Every time we watch them they are 
different,right? Let's see if we can catch the 
differences." 
She nodded back enthusiastically, for she 
was my wiser, older sister. 
Four hours later, the two of us were 
screaming out the "differences" in the 
previous commercial's run from the next, 
when really it was just probably something 
we hadn't noticed before. We felt so cool for 
figuring out this secret. We were on top of 
the world. 
But it didn't end there. 
It wasn't just live TV commercials. It 
somehow transferred onto the radio to 
where I actually thought that for every song 
that came on, the band had made a trip to 
the studio to play it live. 
Admittingly, even back then this could 
have made no sense considering my mom 
The amount of money the government is 
suing FOX Television for airing sexua lly 
explicit material before 10 p.m ., 
56 000 accor.ding ~o CNN. The FCC IS sUIng because 
, an a iring of "Married by 
America~ featured erotic dancers. If the 
government censored sexually explicit 
material on TV, they would shut down 
MTV, HBO and Bravo. 
listened to only oldies stations. 
unless musicians are now time travelers, 
there's obviously no way that could'v~ hap-
pened. Regardless, I continued to believe 
my own childhood prophecies. 
Among these other self-made lies was: 
When TV shows or movies were in black in 
white, it meant that during that time,every-
one could only see in black and white. 
OK, Chrissy, are you actually human? I 
wish I could write a letter to myself from 
the future just so I didn't think like an 
idiot. 
Luckily, my friends didn't really know 
right from left either. And perhaps for my 
parents it was an endearing way to end my 
curiosity about the world: through making 
assumptions about how things are. 
I remember unveiling these crazy ideas 
to them. They would laugh hysterically 
and pat me on my way, possibly because it 
was a dumb question,or perhaps because 
they didn't know the answer. 
Maybe grown-ups don't have all the 
answers either. 
cmahlmeister@Chroniclemail.com 
The amount of money at which Emi ly 
Leatherman's bail is set at. According to 
The Ap, Leatherman has been charged 
with a misdemeanor 
500 000 for breaking her 
, restraining order 
and stalking John Cusack. Seriously? 
She decided to violate he r restraining 
order just to get closer to Cusack? How 
obsessed can you be? 
TV 
TIME 
For anyone who despises broken elevators, 
tune into this new ~ Dirty Jobs ~ and watch 
Mike Rowe travel to New York City to climb a 
water tower, all to fix a broken elevator. 
THE UNIVERSE %' 1 ,. "k" 
As a follow·up to "Planet Earth: another His-
tory Channel show, ~The Universe" ventures 
into the rest of the area we live in , mainly the 
Milky Way galaxy and everything past that. So 
sit back and lazily go where only The History 
Channel dares to go. 
GHOST HUNTERS "" , I' , , 
like to get chills when you hear voices in the 
darkness or enjoy breaking out that Ouija 
board once in a while? Then jojn this para-
normal research team and travel to Rhode 
~~~~~:rt~ ,.a~RPP"baun~9i..at-!n 
....,... 
As much as the public support for President 
George W. Bush Is dropping, the support for 
this show Is rising, as It pokes fun at the cur-
rent commander·ln-chlef. This time li l" Bush 
travels to Baghdad to solve the government's 
problems. If you have kept up with current 
events, you know how this one will end. 
THE SOUP , , " '; 
Joel McHale is once again attacking the world 
of Hollywood celebrities. Laugh with him as he 
pulls off sa,tire after satire concerning recent 
celebrity gossip. Britney Spears and lindsay 
Lohan are bound to be reoccurring news. 
HARRY POTTER AND THE 
PRISONER OF AZKABAN 
\1/ 1 I • 
The young wizard is back yet again in the 
third installment of the Harry Potter series. 
Potter will finally get to meet his godfather 
in this movie and even battle it out with a 
werewolf. 
OPRAH'S BIG GIVE 
\1 l 1 1'1 I' 
If you find yourself at home on Sunday, watch 
Oprah as she becomes even more generous. 
This time contestants are given a task- with 
no money to do it. Jennifer Aniston will be 
making a guest appearance. So sit back, melt 
into your couch and enjoy. 
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A comedic congregation 
Alternative church service pokes 
fun at religion , the right wing 
by Derek Kucynda 
Assistant A&E Editor 
ABANDONING TRADITIONAL structure amid 
sexually-repressed priests and scandals, a 
new Sunday church service aimed toward 
the religiously apathetic has risen on chi-
cago's near North Side. 
Aptly called The Best Church of God, 
located in Donny's SkyboxTheater in Pipers 
Alley,1608 N. Wells St., the Sunday service 
had its first performance on April 6 and will 
have an open-ended run. 
The Best Church of God service is a 
project that creates a community for reli-
gious skeptics, agnostics, atheists and the 
religiously disenfranchised, said Michael 
Descoteaux, the director and founder of The 
Best Church of God. 
Descoteaux said The Best Church of God 
service poses some questions about religion 
through comedic satire. Specifically, he said 
the service pokes fun at the hypocrisy, immo-
rality and inconsistency of mainstream and 
fundamentalist right-wing Christianity. 
"We are calling into question all of the 
mainstream assumptions of modern reli-
gion,and we are doing that through weekly 
comedic services in the guise of typical 
right-wing Christianity," Descoteaux said. 
DeScoteaux came up with the idea of a 
satirical church service in September 2007, 
after dabbling in two types of religion. 
"I was raised Jewish and catholic, and in 
college I studied religion," Descoteaux said. 
"I've always wanted to [pursue] this idea for 
a long time. Something needed to be done 
about religion. Even in art,it remains the last 
taboo subject in society for some reason." 
Descoteaux, the head of the music pro-
gram at The Second City, 1616 N. Wells St., 
said society has an inability to candidlydis-
cuss religion. Using his experience from 
The Second City, he crafted The Best Church 
of God service with a team of writers. (Middle) Actor Darren Stephens. who plays Pastor Dave Shephard. sits with the rest of the ensemble of 
The overall structure of the service will The Best Church of God. 
stay the same each week, but each service 
will change by having different opening 
remarks, sermons, benedictions, hymns 
and other components that are part of a 
church service, such as taking communion, 
participating in healings and speaking in 
tongues, according to Descoteaux. 
If individuals cannot make it to mass, 
Descoteaux said The Best Church of God has 
a website that will contain satirical, web-
exclusive content like videos, inter~ctive 
Internet hymns, a weekly "Godcast," blogs, 
downloadable confessions where a person 
can confess their sins to an automatic voice 
of a priest and rapture e-mail alerts,among 
other things. 
Actor Darren Stephens, who plays Pastor 
Dave Shephard in The Best Church of God 
services, said confidence and awareness 
plays a big part in gauging a specific reac-
tion from the audience during each respec-
tive performance. So far, audiences have 
reacted to the services positively. 
"Like a church, we try to deliver a mes-
sage," Stephens said. "Since we satirize 
church, we might offend some people, 
and we have. So many people are afraid of 
taking religion face-on, but lately, people's 
apathy toward religion [has] led t hem to 
find humor in church." 
Keri Morgan, a sophomore journalism 
major, said she was raised Roman catholic, 
but left the Roman Catholic Church to go 
to a non-denominational Christian church. 
She said she would rather go to her church 
because it is a contemporary, entertaining 
church that is not as boring as other church 
services. However,she said she is open to the 
idea of going to The Best Church of God. 
"I wouldn't be opposed to going to a fake 
church service," Morgan said. "There, they are 
poking fun at extremists and traditions, and I 
don't really find that offensive to mydenomi-
nation. If they make fun of God or Jesus in a 
negative way, then I might be offended." 
Stephens said he tries to be as non-of-
fensive as possible by sticking to satiriz-
ing religion and the fundamentalist right-
Courtesy MICHAEL DESCOTEAUX 
wing community. He said The Best Church 
of God succeeds in providing a counter-
point to religion and allowing people to ask 
questions about some of the more ridicu-
lous aspects of a real church, like mixing 
religion and politics and exploring animal 
sacrifice as a way of repenting for sins. 
"I think people have had many different 
experiences with church," Stephens said. 
"We provide a place where people can ask 
questions about religion and [haver those 
questions answered. lWeI have a place to 
point out the absurdity of religion and 
church, and we laugh about it." 
Services are held every Sunday morning at 
10:30 a.m. at Donny's Shybox Theater,160B 
N. Wells St. Services are free, but a collection 
plate will be passed around during the service. 
A "concessional" serving refreshments will be 
available. No reservations are needed. 
dhucynda@Chroniclemail.com 
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Robert Bykowski, campus News Editor 
Things not to say to a 
vegetarian when talking 
about being vegetarian 
") just love meat": This is generally 
the first response by a meat-eater after 
learning the person they're talking to is 
a vegetarian. It's an awkward thing to 
say, and it always comes off as defensive. 
I don't know why people feel obligated 
to mention it . 
"I could never be a vegetarian. It 's 
too bard": Usually, this gem follows 
the first statement, and again, no one 
cares if you could or couldn't s top 
eating meat. Also, if not eating meat 
is "too hard " for you to accomplish, 
you 're going to have a really tough life. 
· YOU stiJI eat chidten,rigbt?": Chicken 
is meat . It 's poultry, but it's still meat. 
"well , what do you eat?" : Typically, 
food that doesn 't contain meat. They 
make a lot ofit ,and it comes in all forms 
and flavors. 
"WbeTe do you get your protein?": As 
soon as someone finds out you're a veg-
etarian, they instantly become a nutri-
tionisLA poorly educated nutritionist, 
but a nutritionis t nevenheless, for the 
record , vegetarians get their protein 
from magical protein trees, 
Tim Bearden, Assistant campus News 
Editor 
Reasons Charlton Heston's 
death was a postltive thing 
uncovering history: Theologists have 
said Moses lived for 120 years, Heston, 
who played Moses in the Ten Command-
ments, died at 84, We can now verify 
Moses' real age, 
NRA is vulnerable: We now can have 
gun control laws to protect Americans, 
Rumor has it Mayor Richard M, Daley 
pried Heston's gun from his cold, dead 
hands. It's time to strike fear in the 
heart of gun lobbyists everywhere, 
Chuck Norris bas no competition: 
With Heston out of the way, Norris 
can become the face of Texas, unless 
he roundhouse-kicks the s tate into 
Mexico, 
The return of '$Oylent Green': Now 
that Heston isn't snooping around, we 
can go back loeco-friendly foods,I can 't 
wait 'to have the first bow) of Heston 
flakes, 
Hate does IdlI people: While he lived a 
long life, we can now say hate does not 
keep a man alive. A Btn-Hurmovie myth 
busted,courtesy of Mother Nature. 
by Claire Lulz 
COll trlbur/ng Wrtter 
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b~.lilk" w llh II ifi ll lil ly hl lll'k l' II .1i1" llIhh'. 
q"l, lcl/fllttl (' ''' l lt Il IIY ( ' II" ~I'II V(' , II 
11I1l lt io/l I r l ll il Il HUlII K l ' fllI' lI1 IIIIIIClI', 
w~"'''' l''tll ('d II I IIH' l Jll lvf"N lt y , " ' fll,", 
i,r; q q l ll i r ~I., wl'lI dll K " " (, 1Ht(' fldll, ' 
It! hl lli k 1I11t1 1I,' ufl lt l ('u lul " w illi 
" " "'(" 111 "I I'tll l,If' . f ' " " "IIJYli I" It lt 
~~ I' ''I II ~ II "II Ip,III" Ilitt l hftp.,lII llI tlpII '"" 
Miles Maftean, Assistant Campus 
News Editor 
Christopher Walken movie 
characters 
captain Koons, 'Pulp Fiction': walken 
played Butch Coolidge's (Bruce Willis) 
father 's comrade. He hid a family heir-
loom in his behind for seven years from 
the Japanese guards after Butch's father 
died to give to his son. Enough said. 
Secretary william Cleary, 'wedding 
crashers': As the father of the bride-
to-be,he does a tough job protecting his 
daughter, This movie makes me wish 
that Christopher walken were my dad, 
Morty, 'click': Walken portrayed the 
eccentric engineer who holds the uni-
versal remote, This role made me realize 
I would rather have a walken engineer 
than a universal remote, 
wilbur Tumblad, 'Hairspray' ; walleen 
played TracyTurnblad's (Nikki Blonsky) 
father who owns a magiC shop cop-
nected to the family house, Seeing Edna 
Turnblad (John Travolta) dance with 
walken is beyond words, 
Calvin webber, 'Blast from the Past': 
w alken played a brilliant and paranoid 
Caltech nuclear physicist who built a 
fallout shelter under his house out of 
fear of a nuclear attack, Basically, he's 
frantic and crazy for 90 minutes, 
dll'H' t'l'IISllIlHl'M , 
~Ilt' II kt' /j lu k"t'p In' r f~ul hlul\ HHlt~ "'rnt8 
Hltlll'''', 1Il' I 11111 iii MillY '" wlt h ll1llH' 1'(,lI lm 
ot Mltll' , Yl' ! 11'1,<11 IIll'Yl' ""I l'hll'"" , Shl' WtU't 
n 11111 1114',14" willi hhu 'k Il,,,,,,,,III/(I'I, nml ( 'Otl 
K,"Vl' fHlt l"t\ Ill'l IIWII ht'll , wllkh II' tlk l'l lx·gt 
Willi' " 'Ilulul ll,,' w" h.I , ll t' j hhu'k I"')('t tl 
n lHI hl nt 'k Inl'k"t IIIIIIHI II\lt til(' t'l l:ut tl ll" 
t'I" llIllthu-k pul III wit II 11111"1'1,1 11 \'11' IltnHM 
n M II~hl 11"1' 01 ,'u l, 11 hll' I 1I (t fl tJ" !lHI\, l luotl 
I'II"· .. • ... l u I1l1tl "II,,1 th l'''l'I l·III IHh ll~M~h \,,".ln 
VII I III" ", "Ulol "', Wt lllltllll' I'tlu'Y(tI Al, H~M Uf 
MCT 
MEMO TO LENO 
"The Tonight Show" host Jay Leno 
must have an ego that far exceeds the 
length of his chin, Thankfully, his latest 
pig-headed comment has made bim the 
deserved target of public backlasb, 
On March 19, Leno was scheduled to 
inteIView Ryan phillippe, the star of the 
Iraq war drama Stop-Loss, soon to be a 
box·office failure, 
Phil\ippewas barely seated when Lena 
brought up his guest's early role as a gay 
teenager on the soap "One Life to Live," 
phillippe became instantly uncomfort-
able when Leno quipped, "can you give 
me your gayest look? Say that camera is 
your gay lover Billy Bob ... Billy Bob bas 
just ridden in shirtless from Wyoming," 
When pbillippe refused to play along, 
Leno played a commercial in which the 
actor appeared nude, 
The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against 
Defamation (GLAAD) urged the talk-
show host to apologize for his state-
ments, leading a reluctant Leno to 
admit, " I agree it was a dumb thing to 
say." 
But "dumb" doesn't begin to describe 
the mean-spirited insensitivity Lebo 
displayed, and will no doubt continue 
to every weeknigbt, as be's rumored to 
be reconsidering handing over the relos 
to Conan O'Brien, who's schedule<\ to 
take over for Leno in 2009, r 
By the waY,a new website bas allowed 
the disgruntled citizens in cyberspace 
to offer their own "gayest look- to Leno, 
u,bII" Outfitt ..... 
who" tho pltthu,. uf t ho" .... from 
" lIeW O"'UII f""lo IIkt too ""II:II t" 
hOIl<lI •• bl.('k I. olwaV" •• f" bet. It', 
. 'mvl .. Iu ",.tt·h with utlw, Vi"" and 
,,,lUI" , Vrovld c1 .. " l\"l'II o".I.lwa 
1U(,k.l'I.II!!h', 
('1 .. ,,, I ItU "" f\t .. ,...w "'tlrHf~ '"",,M,",~ 
II"," , ,""~II 
\·~".t I II ...... ,'" .... ~. wrl'fKt IrtIIJI 
6-.,.11,11.1 I ~ruoofl·I~ .. ,,,,,,, 
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'Harold and Kumar': America's most wanted 
Actors John Cho, Kal Penn 
discuss transitioning from White 
Castle to Guantanamo Bay 
by Matt Fagerholm 
Assistant A&E Editor 
IT MAY be difficult to believe. but there was 
a time when 2004's teen comedy Harold [} 
Kumar go to White Castle was considered a 
box-office failure. 
It was ignored during its theatrical run, 
but young moviegoers discovered it on DVD, 
and the film has risen to the status of a con-
temporary cult classic. Its oddball tale of all-
American buddies,Asian-American Harold 
and Indian-American Kumar, in search 
of their beloved fast-food joint became so 
popular that the duo was offered a sequel 
four years later. 
The result is Harold l} Kumar Escape from 
Guantanamo Bay, opening April 25, which 
reunites actors John cho and Kal Penn, as 
Harold and Kumar respectively, who find 
themselves accused of terrorism. 
The Chronicle spoke with Cho and Penn 
about racial stereotypes,near-death experi-
ences and co-star Neil Patrick Harris. 
The chronicle: To what degree is this 
sequel a political satire? 
Kal Penn: 1 don't think it's a political film, 
in terms of taking a stance on anything, but 
it inherently deals with some of the pop 
culture that surrounds the political sphere 
right now. we've got a caricature of Presi-
dent Bush in the movie so' you can't deny 
that you're playing with the idea of poli-
tics. 1 think that one of the fun things to 
play with was the fact that the stakes were 
so much higher. These two guys that you 
spent the night with getting hamburgers 
are now running for their lives and trying 
to secure their freedom. 
John Cho: 1 think the political premise is 
a way to make fart and poo jokes funnier. 
what has Harold and Kumar done for 
Neil Patrick Harris' career? 
Cho: I think Harold and Kumar allowed 
people to see him in a different light, and I 
believe he has said, "I don't think I would 
have been on 'How I Met Your Mother' 
without Harold and Kumar." 
Penn: 1 think he said, "lowe everything 
to Kal Penn." I'm only kidding. 
cho: I don't think he is kidding, because I 
know this guy. He's that boastful in real life. 
(He has] to stand in the background when 
we film because his head is enormous. It's 
like a Citizen Kane cinematography trick. 
How much do you have in common 
with the character you play? 
Penn: I think fast food is disgusting. I 
was a vegetarian when we shot the firs t 
film, and I generally eat organic as much 
as possible. I know this is so disappointing 
to the audience, which is why I don't talk 
about it a lot. I don't smoke weed, I don't eat 
fast food and in real life John Cho is more 
of Kumar and I'm more of a Harold. so, the 
roles are definitely switched. 
what examples of racial stereotyping 
have you encountered in America? 
cho: Pick one. I grew up in the South. I 
moved to the United States at the age of six 
to Houston, Texas, and it wasn't a terrible 
upbringing. It just was an environment 
INYITE YOU AND A GUEST TO SEE 
THE ULTIMATE ROMANTIC DISASTER MOYIE 
To pick up your admit-two screening pass, visit 
CrfR~ON IClE 
....... c:;;",rbollO''')<OCIc<0'11 
n l ((I!geSS I SiIItt 224, ~ 
Screening is on Thursday, April!7. 
'-.......... IrII.-.IrII ......... o.,m,..,... EIdI,m""'tw. ...... --.. 
~SoWIIMISIIIoU ..... /tIIIIIII .. MIIII~ .... _ ... ..,.. 
IN THEATRES FRIDAY, APRIL 18 
In 'Harold & Kumar Escape from Guantanamo Bay: actors John Cho (left) and Kal Penn (right) reprise their 
roles as buddies Harold and Kumar from 'Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle: 
MeT 
where there weren't many Asians , where 
people were suspicious of the new people 
and didn't really consider us one of them. 
Penn: I hate the movie Indiana Jones and the 
Temple of Doom, even to this day. I think it's 
well-made, certainly, but I hate it because it 
came out when I was in elementary school. 
There's this absurd scene in India where 
these people are eating snakes and monkey 
brains and weird stuff like that. I remember 
going into lunch at school the weekend this 
movie came out,and nobody would sit next 
to me because they were like, "Oh, you've 
got monkey brains in your sandwich," and 
I was like, "You guys are (stupid]." But when 
people,especially kids,see movies like that, 
they can't necessarily disassociate fact from 
fiction. It would've been easy for the (film-
makers] to maintain [their location] as a 
fictitious place, but instead they seemingly 
purposely decided to make it a particular 
country, which is unfortunate. 
what are some of your favorite memo-
ries from making these films? 
Cho: That's tough. I just remember work-
ing like a maniac. 
Penn: Yeah it's funny because we get that 
question sometimes. Our schedule was so 
tight, and the budget for movies like this 
is relatively low, so you really are working 
nonstop. But we obviously did have a lot of 
fun making it. I guess in the first movie 
» SEE KUMAR, PG. 28 
III\W\I cB}l,:0tiICLE 
INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO 
A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING 
Newsweek 
"EXHILARATINO ••• 'YOUNG@HEART 
SENDS YOU OUT OF THE 
THEATER TRANSFORMED." 
DavidAnsen 
'''YOUNG.HEART' IS A HEARTENING AND 
POIGNANT AFFIRMAnON OF THE 
TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF MUSIC." 
Claudia Pulg/ ~USA TODAY 
~\' 
Stopby CfU~Ol:f.ICLE 33 E. Congress, Suite 224 Chicago 
on Monday, April 14th, to pick up a complimentary pass for two 
to a special advance screening on Tuesday, April 15th. 
log on to www.foxsearchlighl.com to check out the synopsis, the trailer and more! 
""~--.. tUI~I __ IIIO_I_ 0.._,.,... Ttn ...... __ 'I'G' ... _ .... .....,....,_,, __ 
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Film review 
'Smart People' wasted in dumb movie 
Ilett) DenrllS QuaoO ana Saran jeSSICa Parlo.er ~loo a mlsmatcneo romance In Small Peop6e 
All-star cast stra in s to inject 
s ince rit y into superf icial plot 
by Matt Fagerholm 
ASSlsrant AeE Editor 
S""ART PEOPLE l~ thf' ~ind of queasycomC"dr 
that uses en.:ile-ss to uchy· ff'cJy gUitar intC'r 
ludt"S to remind \ ' I("\\'f'T'S of the \ .. ;annth lurk 
iog behInd the hardentd smirk ... ~) r I t .. loath 
som e char.JCtt"rs . It's like ol: f t"at uTe leng t h 
episode of ~7th 1I('3\" (" n ,- whi..'re tam il ) 
members talk a t 0 0("' a no thf." T ac; If n.~ad ­
Ing o ff rue Cd rds w fnten by :'wr a [phron . 
The-fe's not a ,>ylla ble o f <.; ITH(·r i ty w uhm 
Me l 
the colorfu lly brash discou rse t umbl ing 
tirelt'ssly o u t o f t heir m ouths . Audit" nC'cs 
allergIC" to C'x('C'ssiv(' ~rl'aSI1l arc adviS('d to 
bring their own earplugs . 
Tht~ plot is tl wateTed ·down vcr"lon of 
nearl, C'very grt'at IIldic comedy of tht-IaM 
fi\'C' yt"ars . ~nnl~ Quaid ~tar~ ,t<; a cro~~ 
tx-tw('(,'n P'HlI Gi.llnatti in Sldrways ,1Ild 
Jeff Danu~ls 111 Thl" SqUId and rnt' \\1I1l'Ir. That 
may sound Intriguing on paper,hut Quaid'~ 
wid(l\\ t."d proft.·'SOT lacks .my !>l"mbl;m('(" of 
charm or Wit I h."!!' the lond of -.elf ab<>orbed 
IIHellectual who park .. hie; Cdr dlagonal!\ 
In thc le3cher'c;lot and force" hl ~ longt ime 
,tud('nt <; to \\'(';H n.lln t'tags. Y(' '' , 11(' '''. a "rnUR 
lout, but the script aU too often turns him 
into a human punching bag for all the other 
characters to take shots at. This wou ldn't be 
as tiresome if the other characters weren't 
so aggressively sour themselves. 
As Quaid 's adopted brother, Thomas 
Hayden Church seems to he repris ing his 
wonderful supporting role in Sideways, 
though this time around his portrait of 
a lackadaisical s lacker is so low-key a nd 
predictable that it 's nearly dead on arrival. 
Church turns up unannounced at his broth-
er's house, arou nd the sa me time Quaid 
finds himself in the hospital, for reasons 
too stupid to describe. 
There, Qua id mee ts a nurse played by 
Sarah Jess ica Parke r, who turns out to be 
one of his forme r students. The romance 
that dev('lops between this mismatched 
pair is among the most inexplicable in 
recent memory. Parker and Quaid don't 
share a shred of chemistry, while most 
of their SC('nes require them to hate each 
othe r. Herc's an example of the film 's 
Ms ma rt " dialogue during one o f their disas -
t TOUS dart's: 
Parker: Myou said my paper was sopho-
moric. 1 was a fre-shman!" 
Quaid : -Tha f s not what sophomoric 
means!" 
Such ba nter ma kes one wish the film 
were renamed Smart and Sma rtt'TtT. 
Yet the biggest disa ppointment of the film 
is ItS misuse of the ex t raordi narily gi ft ed 
[lien Page. whose OScar·nom inated role 
10 Juno has fina lly garnered her some wc.-J I-
dl' .. en.·cd re-cognitlon from t h(' public. 
\-\' hi le Juno'S dia logue a lso b rimmed 
with self awa reness, it also happened to 
be in .. ightful. ongi nal. touching and very 
funny.Sadly, the naive arroganC'f' a nd effort · 
11'~ 1 ~' Vl'rbal Ilaturl' Page disp layed as Juno 
i.!.o taken 10 labored extremc-s here, in the 
role of Quaid's conservative daughter. Like 
many stuck-up Republicans in Hollywood 
films, all she needs is a couple drinks and 
a kooky uncle to make her loosen up. One 
is reminded of the gag in woody Allen's 
Everyone Says 1 Love You, where the cause of 
a young man's conservatism is a blocked 
artery, cutting off oxygen from his brain. 
Every problem in the film is brought to 
such a tidy conclusion that the film begins 
to resemble an extended smanny commer· 
cial for depression medication. No wonder 
this is the feature debut of award-winning 
commercial director Noam Murro, who 
can easily hammer out a series of snappy 
30-second scenes. Yet with 9S minutes to 
spare, his glib approach to human comedy 
is maddeningly thin. 
Out of all the wasted cast members, it is 
ultimately Quaid who comes off best, play· 
ing the film's only tully realized character 
with a conviction that is devoid of any 
irony. He also earns the film's only laughs, 
especially during a scene where he meets 
New York big wigs intent on publishing his 
instructional novel entitled You OIn't Read. To 
Quaid's dismay, the publishers end up loving 
the book because of its deliberately smug 
nature.dedaring, "The book is a bully'· The 
same can be said for the film it~lf. 
mJa9"holm@Chronidmuail.com 
FILM BITS 
'Smart Peopl.' 
Director: Noam Murro 
Screenwrtter: Mark Poiner 
Runnlnc u .... : 95 minutes 
Ratwc PCi13 
NO'oIo pja)l'" at lOcal U'leaters 
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Rocking the community catwalk 
'Make Me a Supermodel' 
runner-up discusses 
crushes, volunteer work 
by Derek Kucynda 
Assistant A&E Editor 
IN THE cutthroat world of model· 
ing, looks and style can only take 
a supermodel so far. 
Chicago native Ronnie Kroell, 
the runner·up of Bravo TV's "Make 
Me a SUpermodel," said he hopes 
his modeling fame will take him 
farther than a photo shoot. He 
wants to continue making a dif· 
ference in the Chicago community 
by incorporating diversity and art 
to break down prejudice, he said. 
Prior to becoming the runner·up 
in "Make Me a Supermodel," KroeU 
pursued political science at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago, 
and started a nonprofit organiza· 
tioD called 4+1 Productions, which 
aims to dispel stereotypes while 
encouraging diversity in the arts 
community in Chicago. 
Throughout the season, Kroell 
was criticized for being "too All-
American" and not high-fashion 
enough. However, Kroell endured 
through sensual, gothic and nude 
photo shoots, as well as having a 
crush on fellow contestant Ben 
DiChiara, to become one of the 
two finalists at the end of the 
competition. 
The Chronicle recently spoke 
with Kroell about some of the 
lessons he learned during the 
show and how he feels about 
now being a role model in the 
gay community. 
The Fhronicle: How was 
your experience on "Make Me a 
Supermodel"? 
Ronnie Kroell: It was the best 
experience of my life, to be honest. 
Those opportunities don't come 
along every day. [ made the deci-
sion to be part of an incredible 
project. 
What are some of the things 
you have learned on the show? 
Going into "Make Me a Super-
model," I had a very narrow view 
of what the modeling industry was 
about. Going to New York, one of 
the fashion capitals of the world, 
has opened my eyes to how grand 
andcompetitivethisindustryreaJJy 
is. Most of my experience was with 
photo shoots and commercials, so 
the catwalk was probably my big-
gest challenge. I feel like I walked 
away from this opportunity with a 
much better catwalk. 
What were your thoughts 
on the media coverage regard-
tog your ubromance" with Ben 
DiChiara? 
It's flattering,and it truly shows 
our friendship as it evolved. It 
turned from a crush I had on this 
guy to an incredible friendship 
we're going to hold onto for years 
to come. From the beginning of 
the show, we knew that when 
we roomed together, if we stayed 
strong, developed a system of 
trust and stayed out of the drama, 
it would get us far. 
What modeling work did you 
find In Chkago prior to being on 
"Make Me a Supermodel"l 
I did a lot of promotional mod- tion) three years ago, called 4+1 
eling with Proctor and Gamble. Productions. We've been devel-
They sent me worldwide to do oping for the last three years to 
dental conventions for them. bridge diversity through the arts. 
Also, if my agents weren't really We wanted to find a way to reach 
getting a lot of work for me, I did out to the community and start 
a lot of searching on Craigslist. to break down prejudice and ste-
org, because clients these days reotypes.4+1 is attempting to do 
have been using the posting sites that by reaching out to artists that 
there to bypass agencies and go are already making a difference in 
directly to talent. the community through hosting 
How are you handling the networking events and putting on 
increased publicity after being variety shows that will showcase 
on the show? their work. 
{I 'm] just taking it one day at Do you feel that you're a role 
a time. It's definitely new to me, model for the gay community? 
but I feel it's an incredible oppor- I may not have won the show, 
tunity to push my career forward but I feel like I won in so many 
and also continue to make a differ- other ways because it's so impor-
ence in the community, which I've tant for there to be positive role 
been doing long before the show. models out in the gay community. 
What sort of things did you Now, I've got an opportunity to 
do to make a difference to the . reach out to young people who 
chicago community? are trying to figure out their 
I started a nonprofit lorganiza sexual orientation. On the show, I 
Ronnie Kroell , a finalist in the Bravo TV reality modeling competition 'Make Me a 
Supermodel: models an action pose In a photo shoot. 
Courtesy NBC UNIVERSAL 
was being so candid about [being ing to see people being comlort-
gay, that) a lot of people felt more able in their own skin because of 
confident in who they were and a something I did. 
lot of people said they came out 
because of the show. It was inspir- dhucynda@Chroniclemail.com 
UNIFORM FOR A GAME THAT WAS 
CANCELLED THREE DAYS AGO. 
CURRENTAcnVES'ORTh 
*BasebaJl *Hen's Basketball 
* Capoeira *Laaosse 
*Soccer (Hen's and CoEd) 
*Cross Country * Cyding 
*flag foothall *Softball *fendng 
*PaintbaJl ANY MOA' ••• •. 
ANDMGo * * F~ 
1< US. Cellular 
u.s. CeIuI. .. """ 
........ --
Columbia College Men's Baseball Team 
::Remaining Games of the Year:: 
*Oeslgnates home games at UIC Field 
-Located on Roosevelt Rd and Halsted 
-901 W Roosevelt Rd, Chicago, 60608 
4/12-4/13: 3 game series Ii» Boll State 
4/18: 6:30pm game vs Roosevelt U C 
UIC 
4/19: 6:00pm double header vs illinois 
State U 0 UIC 
4/20: 1:00pm game vs illinois State U Ii» 
UIC 
4/26-4/27: 3 game series Ii» Indiana U 
5/3-5/4: 3 game series 0 U 01 illinois 
5/9 7:30pm game vs Roosevelt U C UIC 
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THE LIFE 
OF THE PARTY 
AS PARrt' ~110 QtRA"I1US 
f)tltU llit tH QtlAL tEHftS 
AtftOSS r ... f£ tO~nmt'f . 
IPAftt'fe-of~S AHe C II 
'10ltt "'H(l~ 
In one snapshot, two beautiful. stylish young women playfully 
kissed each other with their arms wrapped around one other 
amidst a dark , crowded bar. 
Neill. 
Five or !lo hands prepared 10 rolt the dice on lo a wooden 
table covered In paper cups filled to the brim with beer and 
lopped off with 50me crinkled one-dollar bitts, 
Next 
DOlen, of colorfully-dressed scan as ters, packed In fronl 
01 a 'iW8dly OJ .Jfld hIS turntablo , ! hoUI , ralso their arms and 
sing along to the musIC 
In those 'Jcenorl05 thul are ca ptured 'n somllwhal of u 
sllue t;how of OVO flt s, everyone IS benutllul. 111091 arn gripping 
alcoholiC bove l £lqos llnd 811 art! h"vlng ' blat' \. Or thors whot 
Illook~ like Il1lhe"le sflapshot 9 1JIld sUIl t; from vnrlous clubli 
nd par-11M In Chlc.go's ~Od9 t community, which fl OW lUllS 
18nlpant With pOI ty phu'og,.~phel's ~eek l ng to document 
wh~ 1 really hapP911' at some ul Chlcl'tyo'i lavulite IllghWm@ 
hotspots 
In Ihe JJ9 CO ' few yeaPt, pel ty phOIt)Y' 9phel ~ h"vp fluoded 
clubs end p8r tie tl, provldlny snapshot s 01 "PI lyyoel l!lo white 
Iltlrfll! l slny tllP-lllc;etvegln Chlt "ytis suda! til elle Whe! slEu t ~d 
AS 911 oullt, ! hJl fr llnd~ to c:hgl" ~htJto. alld 1l11!11nutl"l bf wild 
night' au! hag evolved Inlo A luvu-It UI irete It 1t1(1{tllllll Ihfl' 
tu,nl ordlh.ty t lub"hopJjer. Into loullnt" llI,t alld le,t life 
,I. brill •• AM .UhCiUOh Iht hOV,lly do.,,, I •• ,,,,10 h. yolnil 
8uywhel ' ,Uty tim. !tUM, JI(Jmt!1!I1'@ 'I01(l Ilg "It~h "U~t""t101' 1t 
Story by Jessita GaUiart 
Photos by Kyle laValley 
layout by Benjamin Andis 
with how party photography has changed Chicago's party 
atmosphere. 
Though party photography in Chicago didn' t catch on 
unlit around 2006, Mark Hunter, aka The Cobra Snake, of 
Los Angeles, and Merlin Bronques of New York City. Mg_n 
posting photos of hipsters and glamorous partygoers on their 
pholoblogs. TheCobraSnakt .com and LastNightsF>.rty.com.., 
In 2004. The websites rapidly clught on with loclls and 
Inns across the country. inspiring othtr wannabe photog· 
raphers and partlers 10 pick up ClmerlS Ind lap into the 
mArket 01 party voyeurism In the soclll scenn In their own 
cornmunillu. 
Ilulller alld BI'Onques are wldtly credited with klcklt rting 
Iho phenomonon or pftrty photo rlphy. Ind Hunttr II.omt .. 
whot co" . ldorod tho "godl.thor 01 ",rly photo "'phy: Id 
Kylo LoValloy, • junior photography maJo •• t Columbia, 
"H •• tho guy thot kind of m,dlll tn,o thl oommodll4' IMI 
It I" t r beller or wors.: LIVIUlY tid "HI' kind Ill" tho 
Worllol . , photoVrophy Ht JUII kno h w to mlkl P"IIl 
won' 111, work H. 'lid Bro'QuI • thay'" b th _ Ity ood 
01 Ihol - belng Ih. goy ... ,-yonoln tho room laUke. '01\ my 
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of a social mechanism to meet new people, she sa id. She 
didn 't discover photographers like Hunter and Bronques 
until a few months into posting her photos online for her 
and her fr iends. she said. 
"1 think I've always made my pictures to be a reflection of 
whafs going on in my life, " LaValley said. "I hope that my 
pictures ace something 20 years from now that people look 
back on and think about. For me, irs more Like I'm afraid 
I'll forget. ~ 
The phenomenon of party photography eventually gravitated 
to Chicago in 2006. when Clayton Hauck, a former Columbia 
fiLm major, launched his website, EveryonelsFamou5.com. 
Hauck's website saw more hits in the following year, and soon 
thereafter the name of the website became synonymous with 
Hauck, the ~guywith the long hair, hat and camera" in hand 
wandering around Chicago's clubs and bars, 
~When I thought of that name I thought it was great because 
it's just kind of a joking name," Hauck said, "Of course, it's 
not true, Everyone isn 't famous ,~ 
Many photographers in Chicago have foHowed in Hauck's 
footsteps; as he did with Hunter and Bronques, After dis-
covering TheCobraSnake,com, Hauck said he realized how 
successful party photography in other cities was and how 
much of a demand there was for it in Chicago. Other websites 
from photographers like LaValley, with her photoblog 476ad. 
com/Chi Kyle , and Matthias St. John, of Ce lebrateNothing , 
com, then began to gain more notoriety. 
'" didn't start the website with the goal of it getting big," 
Hauck sa id. " It was more for just fun and a good way to gain 
experi ence and get better. And slowly, I realized that it was 
also a good way to drink for cheap," 
Along with thrusting Chicago's party scenes into the spot -
light, many party photographers also find themselves gaining 
a bit of celebrity status, Hauck has segued from being just a 
photographer to immersing himself in Ch icago's social scene 
by occasionally performing as a OJ and hosting parties of his 
own, like Claycella on March 8, LaVaUey said photographers 
have never been in the same category of celebrity "rock stars" 
before, as they are now. 
-They've always just been like that weird guy with the 
camera," LaVaUey said, "But these guys are like larger than 
life to these kids." 
Perhaps because of this and the relatively sma ll social 
scene in Chicago compared to Los Angeles or New York Ci ty, 
Hauck also said most of his current friends are people he's 
met wh ile he's photographing for his website. 
"Now 1 recognize most people," Hauck said, "I ge t out so 
much {that] there's tons of familiar faces. 1 don't like to get 
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IN PHOTOS LIKE THESE. PARTY PHOTOGRAPHER 
KYLE LAVALLEY CAPTURES WHAT HAPPENS AT 
HOUSE PARTIES, WHERE ANYTHING GOES. ' 1 THINK 
I PHOTOGRAPH THE SEEOIER SIDE OF IT: LAVALLEY 
SAID. 'THE PEOPLE I PHOTOGRAPH ARE USUALLY 
MORE SCREWED UP PEOPLE WHO DON'T GIVE A F···: 
the same people on there aU the time, but I know it happens. 
The 'scene ' in Chicago isn't realty that big, So you kind of 
do see the same faces all the time, In a way it's just kind 
of accurate ,~ 
Accurate or not. some regulars in the social club scene 
have become jaded and a bit frustrated by the constant pres-
ence of party photographers, 
Before Carmen Myers, who moved to Chicag o from 
Washington, D,C" in 2006, even started to frequent Chicago 
clubs and parties, she said she would notice the same faces 
on sites like EveryonelsFamous.com. But it wasn't until she 
became a part of the social scene in Chicago that she rea l -
ized how small it was and how much party photography was 
"I DON"T TAKE MYSELF 
SERIOUSLY LIKE I'M 
GOO"S GIFT TO 
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR 
TAKING PICTURES OF 
ORUNK HIPSTERS:" 
affecting the way partygoers reacted in front of a camera. 
" I guess when I first saw [party photographers] it didn 't 
seem like such a big deal, but (party photography has] gotten 
annoying because it became totally oversaturated, - Myers 
sa id. " It's definitely changed the crowd ; the types of people 
who are going out now are almost too pol ished ," 
Because Hauck and LaVal ley shoot at clubs and par -
ties, many partygoers often become inebr ia ted, resulting 
in pictures of people who become a bit more "adventurous" 
when they're " too drunk to care" about what they look like. 
But some have voiced concerns about wha t photos of drunk 
clubgoers say about youth culture. 
While at a show last spring at Smartbar, 3730 N, Clark St., 
Myers sa id she "drunkenly" asked Hauck to take her pic ture. 
When a photo of her wi th a caption about her begging Hauck 
to take her photo was posted, Myers said she asked Hauck 
not to take her photo anymore. 
"I was l ike, 'Oh my God, I sound l ike such a vapid b-- --, 1 
don't want to be photographed anymore, '" Myers said, "At 
that po int I asked Clayton not to take my picture anymore, You 
don't have to be photographed ; you can definitely avoid it. " 
Since beginning her website and gaining more notoriety 
from her photos at house parties and ~ ragers,M laValley said 
she can understand the backlash surrounding party photog-
raphy, At some parties, people have been so aggressive about 
gett ing their photos posted on her blog that they witt offer her 
anyth ing from money to drugs to take their pictures, 
WI definitely think there are people that perform when the 
camera 's around: LaValley said, WI feel a lot of times that if 
you've been doing it as long as people like Clayton or I have 
you can kind of pick up on that. and it's fun to exploit it. I don 't 
take myself seriously like I'm God's gift to photography for 
tak ing pictures of drunk hipsters, But at the same time that's 
kind of the beauty of it, because there's nothing hipsters love 
more than to be glorified ,-
For Myers, the people ..,..ho drunkenly st r ike poses for 
photographers have somewhat deterred her from going out 
to parties as much, 
" I have kind of stopped going out as much part ially because 
of the way the crowd has changed, ~ Myers said. 'Whether they 
actually look l ike they're posing, those are the people who put 
themselves in the eye line of the photographer, You started 
seeing more pret ty people that were constantly going out. " 
Because atmospheres like dubs and bars offer the same 
types of crowds and people, LaValley said she tends to photo-
graph -hangout situations" instead, where a different subset 
of the Chicago social circle usually goes. Instead of taking 
photos of partiers posing for the camera in a "statuesque-
way, LaValley said she 's able to capture more candid shots 
of today's youth. 
"I just feel like at clubs and bars it's already at! there and 
set up for you. " LaValley said. WAnd there 's so many more 
elements at a house party where the cops are going to come, 
there aren 't security or bouncers, people are going 10 get in a 
fight. Twenty years from now it's not going to be like, 'Here 's 
you and 1 looking statuesque for a picture.' It's going to be 
more, 'Here's me dancing my a-- off and looking like a maniac, 
I remember exactly how I fel! when that was happening." 
Both Hauck and LaValtey said they 've come across people 
who are adamant about not having their picture taken while 
at a party, and LaValley said some have even tried spi lling 
drinks on her camera or pushed her, 
" I feel like a lot of people get this impression that to be 
a party photogra pher is someth ing really glamorous and 
great, and most of the time it's really not, " LaValley sa id. 
"It's really stress ful, awkward and difficult. You have to deal 
with a lot of s---," 
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Bike polo 
gaining speed 
Chicago cyclists revamp classic 
horseback sport 
by Becky Schllkerman 
Associate Editor 
POLO, A sport usually akin to country clubs 
and high society, has transcended. 
On any given Sunday afternoon, women 
and men can be seen in Garfield Park 
wielding homemade polo mallets, circling 
a tennis court or skidding and smashing 
into each other with their bikes. 
They're playing bike polo, a mutation of 
traditional polo played by bike aficionados 
in cities across the country. 
Chicago is one of more than 20 major 
cities with a bike polo league. The Ch icago 
Bike Polo league, whi ch began about six 
years ago, meets every Sunday ttt Garfie ld 
Park, 100 N.Ccntral Park Ave.,and plays on a 
traditional tenn i", court lh(.ll had only been 
ubcd for roller likating an 1 roller hockey, 
Rather than on horscback,players ride on 
bicycles and U8C handmade mallcts crcated 
from hockey RtickR and pipes , ins tead of 
traditional wCHKicn mallcts. 
In recent ye'HS, the s port has become 
more IX) pular with peoplc playing in every 
majmcity, Ha id one oflhe flrNt c hicOJgo play-
ers and an org.tni~cr who gOl'N by LUcky, 
And Ihis year Ch ic;IKO iN hONling the North 
AmerkOJ n ni h Polu ch;lInpionHhip in Gar 
field I':lrk in hilI.' AliKuNI ,N.lid !Jen Sdllllt~,11 
player and organizer of Chicago Bike Polo, 
Ouring a gam e on April 6, more tha n 30 
Chicagoans s howed up to play, the biggest 
turnout they 'd ever had, Schul tz said. 
While some waited for their tu m on the 
sidelines, two teams batt led it out on the 
court. 
Games are played by two teams comprised 
of three players. Those who want to play grab 
a mallet and throw it in to the center of the 
court to stake their claim on the game. Others 
crowd the side lines,cheering and socializing 
while waiting for their tum to play. 
The players are divided into teams, then 
line up with the ir bikes in between two paral-
lel (.'ones, the goa ls on each side of the court. 
The court has boards around the perim-
eter,which don 't ;I IJOW the ba ll to roll off the 
court, mak ing phlying easier, Schul tz sa id . 
After a s ide li ner c.llis out "One, two, th ree, 
1'0101" t he two teams on a m ix of road bikes 
and mounLa ill bikes rus h toward each other 
in what t hey cull u "joust." 
Mu llets cla ng as playe rs t ry to h it t he 
8ma ll red ro ll e r hockey ba ll into the goa ls 
to score poin ts, 
After 10 minu tes, t he le<lm wi th the most 
points wi ns, <lnd a new round of playe rs 
th row in their mallNN to get in the ga me. 
There arc vari:1I ions of t he ga me,Schultz 
PHtld , MONI ICl.lgUCfol piny "hurd -(.'ourt" 0 11 
any Imrd Hurface,Huch aN lenniR CUll rl H, b UI 
otherH a lHo play 011 Knt folH , w h ich Sch u lt ~ 
Hu ld IN 1Il0rt' lu tl'l'lNt' beclI uHe It's hardl'r 10 
(l ett) Bike polo player Adam Herndon patCheS up his scraped knee while Andy Golding fixes his wheel. 
Injuries to both bike and human limbs are common to the sport. Rachllel Stred1er THE CHRONICLE 
pedal on grass. 
Since most leagues play ha rd-cou rt,Chi-
cago is focusi ng on making it more uniform, 
sa id Aaron Brown, an organ izer and player. 
Sim ila rl y, in o rde r 10 o rganize, Lucky 
said the leagues a re working 10 develop an 
"umbrella" orgu n iza tion to unite leagues in 
di ffere nt ci t ies a nd organi~e the sport. 
The Ch icago Hike Polo leag llt~ is a lso in 
t he process of becoming n nonprofit group, 
hoping to bccomc eSIl.I blis hed before the 
su mmer's tourna ment tha t will be he ld in 
Chic,ago in Garfie ld Park, 
Alt houg h thert' muy be no for mal ra nk-
ing,New Yo rk City und Ottuwu,Canada,a re 
som e of t he best lell m s, Brown said , But 
Chicago Imvels to d iffe rent d ties u lot to 
sprl'ud th l' Hport , he udded . 
L\lcky c red it s t hl' Inte rnet und inc reused 
cO lll municutlon bl' lwcen t he di ffere nt 
cilies for I Ill' orgll n i~nlion Hiltl growth of 
I Ill' Splll'l . 
In addition ,he said more people are riding 
bikes, and t he bike cul ture is growing. 
" It gives people other things to do on 
bikes," Lucky said. 
A lot of players who participate have been 
involved in the bike cult ure in som e way; it 
used to be mostly bike messengers, Brown 
said , 
Now people of a ll biking experiences are 
joining in , 
" It doesn 't matte r if you 're new,[playersJ 
encourage you to try it ," said Bra ley Bullard, 
a sophomore film m a jor a t Columbia who 
has been play ing s ince the fa ll. 
Bullard said the hardest part of playing is 
t rying to anticipate what is going to happen 
next. 
"There's u lot going on ," s he lmirl . 
Nevertheless, Bu llnrd said, "[Bike Polo] is 
a good way to spend Il Sunday afte rnoon." 
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SISTER SENDS ME A PIC TO ASK 
IF HER OUTFIT IS WORKING. 
U.S. Cellular" gives you 
FREE Incoming Text & Pix on all plans plus 
FREE Incoming Cells on select plans. We think 
you'll find this to be fair and decent. And that's 
a combination that works for everyone. 
U.S. Cellular is wireless where you matter most~ 
-i< US. Cellular 
getusc.com l ·BBB·BUY·USee LG UX280 
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REVIEWS 
sunUlIiCK 
'THE ANOREXIA DIARIES' BY LINDA AND TARA M. RIO 
An excellent look inlO the life of an anorexic teenager and her 
mother. The book is compnsed of published diaries that the Rios 
kept dunng Tara's illness. which are incredibly moving and insight· 
ful. The only downfall is that the open discussion abOut anorexia 
In Tara's diaries could give way to negative inspiration for women 
currently suffering from an eating disorder. -8. Reinhart 
THE RETlJRN OF 'THE OFl'lCF 
After having season four cut shOrt and waiting through a strike, 
NBC gives us THAT? What a huge disappointment. It's called 
"The Office: not "Michael and Jan's Apartment: And why were 
the most popular characters the only ones In th,s episode? It's 
clearly the beginning of the end. -A. Maurer 
LOLLAPALOOZA'S 2008 LINEUP 
LrAlaP'tlool<.t If)undl~r P':Hy P.,rtl:1I (Jlfl It i"JPjJln Thl'> yt~'Jr' .. lollapOl 
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#'h/; ''':1 ': ":"rhfl'>ltJl<: Iljf It~ lfll'.u::cJ10II; hp)11 .. how Itl,'l Oall Plink 
t ;,,1 '1 Jflt ,y' liJ',l 1':;'"'' lt/ll.Ip;llrl"'l/ " fJ J{'If,y,,{I., 
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SAVINO A LIFE 
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SHOULDER SHRUG NOT BAD, NOT BAD WORTH A GIGGLE 
' IN DEFENSE OF FOOD' BY MICHAEL POLLAN 
We've gotten away from eating whOle foods (real food) to eating 
-edible foodtike substances.- This book is about what we can do 
about it. Unfortunately, by -we: It doesn't mean students . who 
have a limited budget. The author suggests buying a big 01' freezer 
and putting a whole hog in it and also says to plant a garden. Ir s 
a nice thought. though. -So Harvey 
'LEATHERHEADS' DIRECTED BY GEORGE CLOONEY 
Leatherheads IS meant to be a light.on.lts·feet homage to screw· 
ball comedies. Hls·Girl·Fridays and down and dir ty football. It 
comes off as poorly written slack in some places and straining In 
others. It's not funny. and the footballlsn' t good. But any movie 
featuring uga (mascot of the University of Georgia bulldogs) gets 
at least one smiley from me. - W Giglio 
~ 
DNTEl: 'LIFE IS FULL OF POSSIBLITIES' 
Jwnes Scali Tambo/elto. one 01 the dudes Irom The POSlOt Ser· 
Vice, makes up Ihe experimental, beat·infused band Dnte!. I think 
Ihis I .. his best project yot. Although It's pretty hard to find any 01 
hiS albums. U's oollnllely worth the semch. - C. MOfllmuisfer 
BIKE WHEEl STEALER I 
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HAPPY DANCEl 
'SUPERBAD: THE DRAWINGS' BY DAVID GOLDBERG 
If yoU're not into reading, this could be just the thing for you. 
It's a bunch of sketches of everyone's favorite part of the male 
anatomy ... yep, 93 fantastic full-color pages worth. How could 
you pass this gem up? --C. Mahlmeister 
'BEAUlY AND THE GEEK' SEASON 5 
t am strangely addicted to this season of "Beauty and the Geek." 
I'm not sure if it's the geeky guys that warm my heart or the 
typically mean girls who finally give the quiet guy a chance that 
gets me. Either way, when I'm flipping channels, the remote stops 
here. --C. Mahlmejsler 
LIZ PHAIR: 'EXILE IN GUYVILLE' REISSUE 
Best news ever. Indle rock's queen Is back this June with 8 re-
Issue of her first critically-acclaimed album Exile In Guyvj/le after 
being dropped from CapitOl Records . The album. remixed and 
rCIlI8stered, wm feature three studio tracks from her Glrty Sound 
tapes , A new studio atblllll Will be out on ATO Records in the fall, 
so 2008 stlOllld be 8 good, good yeal, - 8. Mallow 
© 
REDEYE HIGHLIGHTS 
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» KUMAR: 
Continued from PG. 19 
Kal Penn ends up In the hospital 
after peanut dust scare 
I was as psyched in real life to do a scene 
with Neil Patrick Harris as Kumar was in 
the fictitious sense to actually pick him up 
on the side of the road. 
Cho: I remember Kal almost dying, which 
isn't funny.Kal is allergic to nuts.Therewas 
a scene where he faUs through a heat vent, 
and they had used, as dust from the vent, 
nuts. He had to be taken to a hospital, and 
it was a bad situation. 
Penn: John likes that because when I was 
at the hospital getting my life saved, he was 
the center of attention. 
Cho: I licked the residual nut powder off 
the vent. 
Penn: He sat in my trailer eating pista-
chios until I got back. 
Do you foresee a third Harold and 
Kumar adventure? 
Cho: It really just depends on if people 
vote with their dollars for this movie. 
Penn: The reason we have a sequel now is 
because we have the suppon of fans of the 
DVD, but we're also four years older. SO if you 
want to see a third movie, would you please 
go see it opening weekend and then we can 
make it next year instead of four years from 
now where we'll be considerably older? 
Cho: My body is declining at an incred-
ible rate. 
mfagtTholm@Chronicltrn..ail.com 
because there is always something to learn 
here, since it's an art form. plus, it's a good 
workout,and it releases endorphins." 
At the school, Falvey said she has become 
more aware of her body and the space she 
uses . As a result, she understands how to 
s tretch properly and knows w hat hold-
ing certain positions does to the body. In 
addit ion, she has become more aware of 
the types of food she eats and how her diet 
affects her well-being and stamina, 
"I either want to be a circus performer 
or a su rgeon , and both careers typically 
deal with body awareness," Falvey said. "As 
a result of doing circus [training1 h ere, I 
know so much more about the way my body 
works than anyone else," 
Classes began on April 7for the spring ses-
sion. There are still openings for those inter-
ested in taking some of the adult clAsses. 
dhuqmda@Chronidn nail.com 
Participants in the Intermediate Aerial Arts class on April 8 practice a series of warm-ups, stetches and MORE CIRCUS INFORMATION 
yoga techniques before class begins. 
» CIRCUS: 
Continued from PG. 15 
Students learn body awareness 
at circus arts school 
environment," Heyser said. "If you look 
at the student base and watch how many 
returning students we have, [with) at least 
70 percent of the students returning, it 
really tells the story about the success [of 
JOtty Warner THE CHRONICLE 
the program)." 
One of Heyser 's stu dents , Meaghan 
Falvey, 16, has been taking classes at the 
Actors Gymnasium for seven years and is 
currently in many of t he advanced levels of 
circus classes there, including Intermedi-
ate Aerial Ans. She said she loves taking 
classes at the school and enjoys spending 
her time at the Actors Gymnasium and 
being able to work out,as well as learn new 
circus techniques. 
"It's a good atmosphere to learn in," 
Falvey said. "You get to learn new things 
Available Classes 
500 Clown: Risk, Play, and Relationship 
Circus and Aerial Arts 
Contortion 
Gymnastics 
Acrobatic Stilts 
Juggling 
Prices and Times 
All classes are part of a 9-week session 
$140 for a 60 minute class 
$205 for a 90 minute class 
The one exception is the Gymnastics class. which 
costs $120 for a 60 minute class 
Location 
927 Noyes St., Evanston, III .. 60201 
COME UPSTAIRSI 312-949-0125 
National Rec ord Store Day-April 19th 
NOON ON ... ALL DAY PARTY. FREE DOGS & DRINKS . 
20 % EVERYTHING & LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
c heck out l CHICAGO GREEN {12PMI S YBRIS {2PMI 
DAPHNE WILLIS (S PM) WHITE DEVIL (7PMI 
KB DUO ISPM) AMERICAN DRAFT {11PM) & more. 
li~]di' 2 105 S. STATII12.M'.OI20121+ 
May 2nd-JOD 
'et the now at 
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(Above) Grant Imahara tests his bamboo blowpipe in preparation for the upcoming ninja myth segment for the cable television 
show 'Mythbusters' in San Francisco , Calif. (Right) Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman, co-hosts of the cable television show 
'Mythbusters: work on securing a red snapper to test the 'fish flapper' in preparation for 'Shark Week' in San Francisco, Calif. 
The maestros of myths 
'Mythbusters' debunks 
common misconceptions 
with dynamic experiments 
by Rick Bentley 
"MYTHBUSTERS· SHOULDN'T be 
the cable phenomenon it has 
~me. 
The host_s of the Discovery 
Channel series constantly bicker. 
Educational material often gets 
abruptly inserted in the middle 
of moments of entertainment. The 
cable show, produced by 25 people 
in a strip mall workshop~ and not 
on a fancy set, is based hundreds 
of miles from the TV center hub of 
Hollywood. 
And almost every episode ends 
with a big explosion. Literally. 
There is just no way this show 
should be such a monster hit. 
But it is. 
Hosts Jamie Hyoeman and 
Adam Savage are such big cable 
stars that tickets for a lecture stop 
in Fresno, calif., on Feb. 12 sold out 
faster than a recent Hannah Moo-
tana concert. Fans of all ages and 
genders tum to the myth-busting 
duo for a weekly fix of science, sil-
liness and sensational stunts. 
On a March afternoon, Savage 
is busy with a 3-foot-long metal 
rod, a variable-speed drill and 
red string. He can't hide the Uit's-
always-Christmas-DayH enthu-
siasm on his face as he works on 
his latest contraption: a device to 
simulate how an injured fish acts 
in the water. It is for a myth to be 
explored in an episode to air on 
the cable channel's "Shark week" 
this summer. 
The ' Shark week" episodes will 
be filmed in the Bahamas. A few 
weeks earlier, the team was in 
Alaska to examine myths associat-
ed with the far north. The last new 
episode, which aired Feb. 20, was 
the show's looth. A new batch of 
original episodes will begin airing 
in July, and the crew is preparing 
those shows now. 
savage-sports a black T-shirt. It 
reads "I know, 1 know- Jamie is 
always right!" 
Since "MythBusters" launched 
in 2003, they have traded theories 
and verbal jabs for 100 episodes. 
Hyneman busts one big myth 
about the show. 
"We are not friends. We don' t 
hang out together. In fact, (Savage) 
annoys me," Hyneman said as he 
worked on a project in a connect-
ingroom. 
The banter-both personal and 
scientific-between the two is part 
of the show's appeal. Hyneman 
and Savage are to science shows 
what Roger Ebert and Gene Siskel 
were to film criticism. They are 
two guys who end up disagreeing 
more than seeing eye-to-eye. 
Where they're in harmony is 
how to bust myths. 
"Every time we build some-
thing, we learn it is always best to 
simplify, simplify, s implify. One 
of us will always say, 'This seems 
too complex. What about this?'" 
Savage said. "Often one of us will 
have an idea we know is down the 
right path. Between talking back 
and forth, it will get simpler and 
simpler." 
How simple is simple? It took 
Savage about four minutes to put 
together the rod and power drill 
project. 
That simplicity, the pair agree, 
is a reason the show is popular. It's 
easy for an average viewer to see 
what they have concocted. Savage 
calls it the "transparent" effect. 
Hyneman has joined Savage to 
refine the fish gadget. The hosts 
are physical opposites. Hyneman 
s ports a mustache that would 
make Yosemite Sam proud. A beret 
covers his bald head. 
Savage is shorter and, depend-
ing on which rerun of the show 
you are watching, wears a beard 
or is clean-shaven. 
Behind them are walls covered 
with items from the 800 comm er-
cials Hyneman has worked on and 
the many feature films Savage has 
worked on. One wall is stacked 
floor-to-ceilingwith oddly labeled 
plastic bins: Shennan and Tiger 
tank parts, Mars Rover (leg parts], 
knobs & handles, action figures , 
raw meat. It is Alice in Wonderland 
meets "Beakman's world." 
Savage leaves and returns 
moments later with a white paper 
plate filled with cubes of well -
cooked steak. 
bert, the host of the UMr. Wizard" 
TV shows that taught scientific 
facts from the 1950s into the 1980s. 
"This is one of the benefits of Herbert died in June. 
steak myths," Savage said with an 
impish smile. 
A few days earlier, the pair used 
a variety of methods to tenderize 
steak, including using a clothes 
dryer and dynamite. That is one 
of the reason Savage likes t o say 
uMythBusters" is uJackass" m eets 
"Mr. Wizard." 
Both hosts are reverent when it 
comes to talking about Don Her· 
Savage said there is one big 
difference. 
"Mr. Wizard knew what he was 
talking about. He was a scientist. 
We know a little (science] from 
doing this show for so long. But 
basically, we are learning the 
science at the same time as the 
viewer." 
MCT 
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Mascot mania 
Hundreds of Chicago baseball fans gathered on April 8 in Daley plaza, 
50 W. Washington St. , on April 8 to celebrate the opening of the 2008 
baseball season. 
Both major league teams,as well as several local minor league teams, 
were represented by mascots. The event consisted of pitching and bat-
ting games, an autograph tent and special speakers including Mayor 
Richard M. Daley. 
Daley helped unveil a new postage stamp commissioned by the 
United States Postal Service to commemorate the lOoth anniversary 
of the song "Take Me out to the Ballgame." 
-photos and scory by Tim Hunt 
PREMIUM BLEND 
Luster 
WHEN MOST people watch network TV 
shows like "America's Next Top Model" and 
"Laguna Beach," the instrumental music 
featured in the background doesn't catch 
theiT attention. But with careful listening, 
some of these songs are easily recognizable 
as tracks from a local Chicago band. 
Chicago indie rock trio Luster formed 
i n 2001 when brothers Jeremy and Bryan 
Mederich began writing 80ng8 together. 
Jonathan urubakcr, a longtime fri end of 
theirH, later joined the band, which pl<lyed 
their first Hhaw together in 200:.! <lnd h<lvc 
Hince !U:t out on a m iss ion 10 play HOld Ollt 
HhoWH ac rOHH the nation to gain airplay on 
nCitiona! radio HtCit ion H, Hry;m Mederlch 
Ha id. 
'fhlluf',h the three bandn .... teH hilve eilch 
pJClyt ri nevNaJ inHl rumentH In thl' record · 
ing: Hludiu,otlicr mUHi(.' l:lI1H join them on 
'~ta;w tt} pl;IY fhe drum", ;lnd Kuit;H,Je l'cmy 
Medcl k h, ic.Jd V(~~II Ht ,I nd In.,H,I,I I; Jjl'y ~1Il 
Mcdc rif-h, I(' .. d y,uit:lliHt ; :nul HrlllHlk l' r, 
f',Uhild1lf ,HId kt-yl}tmrdIHI, ::'fI' l'l;llIlliny, to 
tt'IE';t ,lW 'lid, ((IDrlh alb"", lit hili' M:.y or 
j·:.rly Illlw,wi ,h 011(' ""ny""140," fW1I1 till' 
a U-,uHI I 'If I "lIll y :,11:.11;1111" 111111,11' , 
' I'}" , f 'h,l",kl .· Hf/t,k" wllh IIl y:'" MI,tli ' l' 
it " :,t",tl i vl l,:11 it ',~ lik" If, ,, ;,vl' 11",11 IIIII ,d" 
f"~I"I4 ' ( 1 t", II' -' V-II,,1t TV, how II ". ha,," f" '1 
j Ilt " ~ .h j' r hi, :'Y,II '"' 0.11(' ~(I " H ' 111111 w hat 
I;' (l q ( :II ,"'.I( " "'" f/l"" .h" ,ww .,11'11111 , 
Q The Chronicle: How did you get involved willi networiITV shows like 'America's 
Next Top Model'? 
Bryan Mederich : We met Shawn Murphy 
from [American Society of Com posers, 
Authors and Publish ers]. He saw us play 
awhi le ago, maybe four or five yea rs ago,and 
he really liked our stuff, He used to work 
with this woman that now works for a pub-
lishing company located in Los Angeles, He 
gave them our music,and they rea lly liked 
it. They s igned LI S to a publishing contract, 
and they put liS in some TV s h ows and a 
ft'W independent movies,noth ing really big. 
It's been pretty exciting to be on some of 
the n('twork TV shows likc "Amt'rit'n's Next 
Top Mode!." We do have some pt.·ople say 
we he'lrd your stuff on "Amerlc<I's Next Top 
Model," but beC:.lllHC t here's no words (they 
usua lly use imttl'umenlation ) it h. hard to 
rc(.'ognlze it. 
Q What sets you apart from other Indle bands In Chicago? 
Musk 111 l Ilt' city Is 8l'lIln~ n 101 Iwltt'!' 
II"Hln wh" l it was four or fivt, yt.'III'S II~II , I 
thll1k wlillt Hl' lmrat~'H li S II 1111 1(' 1II111'('ls 
we'fl' 1110'" wl ll lt1~ 10 ,it' li ou t : WI' WIIIII 10 
,,('1' II Y Kl't 10 I ill' polll! w hen' WC'II' " I ltyi n ~ 
(Ill I'ulllfls IH 'ruHUl lw l'1I' '' lI ly 1111 11 plllyll1K 
su ld 011' " III/WI! ('V(' I'YW lt l'l'l' , , ,'s IlIkl ' lI II 
w hlll',llItI l lhlllk In II ,. ltort I I II it' wI,' 1I Kt" 
tlu' ''' ' , l lltlltk, 11t'I'I" " lIIorl' Urnl1 1111111" !C' III I 
1II/ 'h ll 'IIKfI, s tltflllkj' W1I1 'o , 1IL11 t lwlt"s 111,11 11 
IIII' :. 11 (' lIll1l1 w pUl1k, IIk(' 1'11 1/ Ou l Htty, 
'''UI 'u ,,' a lly hly,111 Ilu' t'lly, III 11111 1 I1S I I('('1 
of things I think we'll be looked past fo r a 
little younger band instead. 
Q What can fans expect from the new album? 
It is a little m ore w h at we want to create 
as far as us ing more ideas, melody·wise and 
w ith the voca ls. I think it 's definitely going 
to be a few steps ahead of what we've done 
before. 
Q What can people expect from a live show 01 yours? 
I think w h en people com e see u s live 
th ey'll get a tast e of s ome pre t ty decent 
music, performed at a high level. The way 
we look a t things is we're in this scene right 
now, but our competition is n 't the local 
bands. It's bands that are selling millions 
of albums, [ think that 's the only way we 
can get to the n ext level. 
Luster will play an all ages show at Beat 
Kitchen, 2100W. Belmont Avt.,April1 9at 6 p.m, 
Adm ission is $8, and doors open at 5:30 p.m. 
-J. GIll/i.,. 
TV is for actors 
Neil Patrick Harris says casting 
celebrities could ruin 'How I Met 
Your Mother' 
by Erin Carlson 
. IF NEIL Patrick Harris had his way, Britney 
spears would be banned from the set of 
"How I Met Your Mother.n 
Nothing against the pop singer personally 
-he just doesn't think the show should bring 
guests aboard for a ratings boost alone. 
"['m in the minority that our show does 
not need stun t casting in order to succeed." 
Harris declared during a break from taping 
the Monday night CBS sitcom, which has' 
grown a cult following since its 2005 debut. 
"I \VOrry that if they start 'will and Grace'-
ing us too much, that the show will suffer. 
And we're a ll really proud of the content 
of the show. I m ean , viewership is not our 
gam e. It's the network and the studio's 
game, you know. It's the promotion depart-
ment's game," the actor, who plays woman· 
izer Barney, told The _Associated Press in an 
interview. 
Spears has been the most h igh-profile 
guest star to visit the set, following past 
appearances by Mandy Moore,Enrique Igle-
sias and Heidi Klum. But her capable March 
24cameo- feverishlypromoted,anticipated, 
blogge<Mlbout,critiqued,analyzed and, ulti· 
mately,well-reviewed- gave Harris pause to 
voice a concern: Was the show selling out? 
"We wish we weren't opposite an awk· 
~ 
OVER.TUR.E 
filM S 
ward reality dancing competition," he said. 
"·But we have no say about that. I jus t am 
a real fan of our content. I think we have a 
great show going, and I hope it's not screwed 
up by the desire for 700,000 more viewers." 
Make that 1 million more viewers for the 
Britney episode, which grabbed an audience 
of 10.6 million tuning in as Spears filled her 
smaJI role as a bubbly receptionist. Among 
the 18-to-49-year-oJd demographic, it was 
the most -watched episode of the series 
ever. 
The show has an average viewership this 
season of 8 million per episode, including 
reruns; last season, it attracted an aver· 
age of 8.5 million viewe'ts each showing. It 
returned with all-new episodes last month 
following the writers strike, capturing 9.6 
million viewers the week before Spears' 
appearance and slipping back to 9.5 million 
the week after. 
Executive producer Carter Bays told the AP 
he'd be open to another Spears guest spot. As 
it happened, the pop star's camp approached 
the show, and Bays is proud of the result. 
"We had no illusions about what the 
stakes were," he said. "And if it was classic 
stunt casting, like, 'Oh, my tour bus broke 
down outside' and I just go, 'Wow, Britney 
Spears, what are you doing here?' then, like, 
we're just flying over that shark real fast . It 
was a great character, and I think she played 
it well ... I'm glad that we didn't sensational-
ize the character in any way." 
The show concluded with Spears' sec· 
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retary flirting with Barney. The following 
episode, which aired March 31, introduced 
a "mystery woman" who's been warning 
other women not to date the single·minded 
cad. Asked if Spears might tum out to be the 
secret slanderer,Bayssaid: "Could be. There's 
no reason why not." He also suggested the 
talented actress Sarah Chalke, who guest-
starred alongside Spears. 
Asked for his guess, Harris said: "NO tell· 
ing, but based on the stunt casting we've 
done in the past I'm guessing Tara Reid." 
"How I Met Your Mother" stars Harris, 
Josh Radnor, cobie Smulders, Alyson Han-
nigan and Jason Segel as an urban family of 
twentysomething New Yorkers . A familiar 
premise (see: "Friends"), yet the show has 
stood apart through its own brand of clever 
writing and in-jokes, cast chemistry and 
signature use of flashbacks. 
Still;it lacks the broad appeal of shows like 
"Friends," which had a celebrity cast and 
a string of celebrity guest stars, and fellow 
CBS sitcom "Two and a Half Men." It doesn't 
have the industry recognition pfNBC critical 
darlings "30 Rock" and "The Office." Its only 
major Emmy nomination went to scene· 
stealer Harris last year for outstanding sup-
porting actor in a comedy series. 
"The challenge for the show has always 
been to get more eyeballs on it," said Radnor, 
who portrays unlucky-in-love architect Ted. 
"The only thing-and this is not a slam on 
any of the other shows on CBS on Monday -
but the only thing we have in common with 
those shows is we're half an h01..lf, multi-
camera shows with a laugh track." 
Radnor compared the show to an under-
the-radar, yet-te-be-discovered band. 
"That's why the people who love this show 
love this show because I think it's like your 
favorite band that hasn't gotten popular 
enough for you to start hating it," he said. 
"So you can still kind of love it and wear the 
T·~hirt and speak in code with the other 
people who are on to it, but it hasn't tipped 
into this kind of phenomenon where you 
start to tum on it." 
AP 
(Left) Cast members Josh Radno, Nell Patrick Harris, Jason Segel. Alyson Hannigan and Cobie Smulders 
tape an episode of 'How J Met Your Mother' in Los Angeles April 3. 
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Urban inflation 
NYC artist uses subway updraft 
to Inflate plastic animals 
by Karen Matthews 
AN ART student whose whimsical plastic 
animals inflate over sidewa lk subway 
grates is drawing more attention to the 
lowly ai r vents than they 've seen since 
Marilyn Monroe's skirt flew skyward in 
The Seven Year Itch. 
The animals, made of garbage or shopping 
bags, lie crumpled up over the grates until 
an updraft from a pass ing underg round 
train fills them with air. 
"When I saw a piece of construction tape 
flying off this grate one day I got interested 
in what that wind could do," said the artist, 
Joshua Allen Harris checks his inflatable art designed for subway gratings on April 8 : Harris creates the 
work from garbage bagS, then places it on a subway grating flat while deflated. It innates as a passing 
train forces air through the vents from underground. 
Joshua Allen Harris, who is studying fine 
art at the SChool of Visual Arts in New York 
City. 
Harris, 31, spent weeks developing his 
first animal, a polar bear made of white 
plastic bags. The bear became an Internet 
hit once an arts group posted a video of it 
inflating. 
On April 8, Harris brought his second cre-
ation, a 6-foot giraffe, to his usual installa-
tion spot near the art school in the Chelsea 
neighborhood. He taped the giraffe 'S feet to 
the metal grates and waited. 
At res t, the an'imal looked like the gray 
flash bags of which it was made. But it 
rose on wo~bly legs as a train passed under 
the air vent, resembling a real giraffe foal 
taking its first steps. 
The animal's head bobbed in the breeze. 
Then the train left, and the giraffe was a 
heap of plast ic again. 
"The animation part is out of my control," 
Harris said. "I set this thing up, and then 
the subway completes it." 
Subway grates are a regular feature of the 
city landscape made famous by Monroe's 
billowing white dress in the 1955 film 'I1te 
5<ven Yeor Itch, directed by Billy Wilder. 
Mairo Notton, an interior design student 
w ho stopped ·to watch the giraffe inflate, 
said most people don't like the sidewalk 
grates because they worry about dropping 
something into them. 
"To use it like this makes it positive," he 
said. "It changes the street picture." 
Harris said seeing the reactions of 
passers-by has been the best part of the 
project. 
"You walk down the streets, and all the 
sudden trash jumps to life," he said. "U's 
not what you usually see." 
AP 
(Left) Artist Joshua Allen Harris talks on his 
phone after stopping Nemory f oure. a sanitation 
worker, from sweeping up his Inflatable animal art 
designed for subway gratin~s on April 8. 
Summer 2008 Federal Financial Aid 
Are you going to register for Summer 200B? 
Are you wondering how you will finance your summer charges and expenses? 
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1. All students who are applying for 2008 Summer Federal Financial Aid must have a 2007-2008 
FAFSA application on file with Student Financial Services. The deadline for you to complete your 
FAFSA for 2008 summer eligibility review is May 1, 2008. 
2. Complete the Summer 2008 Financial Aid Application found through Student Financial Service's 
website at www.colum,edu/studenCfinancial_services and click on Spotlight. The deadline for you to 
complete the 2008 Summer Financial Aid Application is Friday, June 13, 2008. 
3. Submit any additional paperwork requested from you to finalize your 2008 summer financial aid. 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Donations 
6 Plead 
9 Common 
maladies 
14 Arabic word for 
God 
15 Had a pizza 
16 Stand by 
17 Skier's run 
18 _ Angeles 
19 Zellweger of 
"Jerry Maguire" 
20 Eliminate 
21 Metric unit 
23 Grow older 
24 Radio 
enthusiast 
26 Most of MTV? 
28 Ernie of golf 
29 Extra amount 
30 Moray 
31 Digital recording 
34 On the briny 
38 Ralph Waldo or 
Roy 
39 Runniest and 
squishiest 
42 Actor Bridges 
43 Keen perception 
45 Whelp 
48 Ron's early role 
49 Aberdeen's river 
50 Some linemen 
54 "Drowning _" 
55 Be indisposed 
56 Writer Gide 
57 Mirror image? 
58 Rule the roost 
60 Ignited 
61 Citified 
64 Gave credit to 
65 Actress lupine 
66 Chamber 
instrument 
67 Old T 85tament 
book 
68 Night flyer 
69 Designer Calvin 
DOWN 
1 Freon or neon 
2 Out of sorts 
3 Waters off Bali 
4 Animal with a 
fleshy proboscis 
5 Smarr building 
6 ~Swan Lake" 
performer 
SUDOKU 
e 2008 TrlbuM Medl. ServIees. Inc: . 
AJI right. reMl'Yed. 
4/14/08 
7 French stars 
8 "Beau n 
9 Dreisernovel . 
"Sister " 
10 Have a tab 
11 Florida room 
12 Painter Rivera 
13 Painter Jan 
22 "All About 
24 Show biz 
personality 
25 Point a finger at 
26 Botheration 
27 Done in 
29 W Miniver" 
32 Become violent 
33 Government 
overthrow 
35 View twins? 
36 City on the 
Ruhr 
37 All confused 
40 Singer Redding 
41 Last letter 
44 Bullring 
46 Amin 's land 
47 T ricky puzzle 
clue 
Solutions 
Ni l 3 , • 1 V 8 V 3 SOH 
0 1' , 3 ~ V a I a 3 1 I 0 
Nlv 8 H n 1 I , N 8 I 3 H 
_ n o A 3 H a N V . , I V 
V N 0 " S 0 H V n 8 1 , 3 , 
3 3 0 . 3 I d O . d n ~ 
S S 3 N 3 1 n o v n v 3 8 
1 S 311 Z 00 N OS H 3 " 3 
V 3 s lv_~ S I 0 H 3 S V , 
- , 3 3 3 H 0" S , 3 
NO I S I A 3 , 3 1 H 3 8 ~ 
BV HI f.!:~f.J a I H_ 3 3N3H SOl 3 d O , sl 
1 I VMV ~l4- ~ H v , , vi 
S 01 0:> ~3 8 S 1 , I 81 
50 Deciduous 
conifer 
51 Refrain in a 
children's 
song 
52 Darts 
53 Impromptu 
54 Mushroom pick 
57 Expression of 
disgust 
59 _ · whiz ! 
62 W ill Smith title 
role 
63 _ sequitur 
Fill in the grid so that every row, column and 
3x3 box contains the numbers 1 through 9. 
7 1 
9 3 7 5 4 8 
8 2 
5 9 4 1 
5 2 3 7 
1 9 4 7 
7 2 
5 2 6 9 7 8 
1 4 
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HOROSCOPE 
Aries (March 21-April 19) You're able to communicate the team'S objectives 
perfectly. You help them think more clearly and work together better. They all 
thank you for that. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Your dreams should be rather interesting now; you 
might want to take a few notes. You'll come up with several creative ideas. 
You'll inspire yourself. 
Gemin i (May 21-June 21) Others increasingly look to you for good counsel and 
advice. Your words are taken seriously, so choose them carefully. Think first. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Go ahead and get that power suit you've been thinking 
about. looking successful never; it's all part of the game. And it's a fun part, 
too. 
leo (July 23-Aug. 22) You have the feel ing that you could accomplish pract ically 
anyth ing. Might as well try. Conditions for starting new projects are excellent 
now. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) There 's a mess to be cleaned up. but don't worry 
about that. Watch out for things you can sell that others might throwaway. 
There's money in recycling. 
libra (Sept. 23'()ct. 22) It's best not to have the meeting at your house this 
time, Choose a neutral locat ion so your family can mainta in their privacy, 
Some of them don't want to play. 
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov, 21) You're being asked to do more than your fa ir share. 
Do they think you have superpowers? Actually, they might. Actually, they might 
be right. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-0ec. 21) Take positive steps to make your every dream 
come through. If you can imagine it, you can make it happen, starting now. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jan. 19) Get a little something to make your life more 
comfortable. You generally spend all your money on the family. That's OK, but 
include yourself. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) A challenge will take you by surprise if you're not 
already prepared. Think of the questions you might be asked. so you'll have 
all the right answers. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) The job you're doing now should pay pretty well. in 
earnings or in savings. Either way works, so get as much completed as you 
can. 
COMIC RELIEF 
BII ... Diltributed by Tribu~ Media s.rne.s. Inc. 4/16 
"Dear diary: Pillage, conquer, scheme, 
poison - same old thing. Plus, my new robe 
makes me look fat! " 
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Commentary 
Editorials 
Expiration date: goin' up! 
In the pastyearThe Chronicle has repeat-
edly praised the efforts of the college admin-
istration to keep its students safe. 
However, in its zeal to address the threats 
raised by the school shootings at Virginia 
Tech and Northern Illinois universities,the 
college has neglected to address a safety 
issue right under its nose: SOme of the ele-
vators at Columbia have not been inspected 
since2004,and the elevators inspected most 
recently were checked in 2006. 
According to city of Chicago officials, all 
public elevators must be checked at least 
once a year. That means every elevator on 
campus has missed its last check-up. and 
several have been operating for four years 
without being properly inspected. 
When elevators aren't regularly checked, 
it can create a lot of issues, none of which are 
8000 (or students, staff, faculty or admin-
istrators. According to John Quackenbush, 
an elevator safety expert with 50 years of 
experience, grease build-up can create fires, 
cables can snap and malfunctioning doors 
and cables can cause trips and falls. 
At first blush, worrying about the safety 
of elevator doors seems a little silly. But 
according to Quackenbush, malfunction-
ing elevators are the cause of30 deaths and 
18,000 injuries every year. 
Columbia administration has been flip 
when confronted with the elevator issue, 
and some, including Associate Vice Presi-
dent of Marketing and Communication 
Mark Lloyd, have claimed the elevators are 
safe and there is "no issue that should be 
of concern." However, if the elevator hasn't 
been inspected, it is impossible to know 
whether or not it's safe. 
while it's technically the city's responsi-
bility to check the elevators, Columbia has 
to be aware of the mechanics of all of its 
buildings. Building operators and security 
personnel should be monitoring not only 
the comings and goings of students but the 
various public spaces in disrepair. 
Elevators probably aren't one of Colum-
bia's primary safety concerns. However, an 
elevator mishap is an easily avoided hazard. 
There is no good reason there aren't routine 
elevator safety checks in Columbia build-
ings. The city is behind in checking most 
of the elevators in this area, but Columbia 
needs to be persistent. 
Beijing is for lovers 
The 2008 Olympic Games are to be held 
in Beijing, China- a fact that doesn't sit 
well with the millions of citizens in other 
nations who are protesting both the carry-
ing of the Olympic fla me and the games. 
China has long had a reputation for 
unusual cruelty in quelling citizen dissent 
and a penchant for human rights violations 
both in the country and around the world. 
Many u.s. government leaders, including 
New York senator Hillary Clinton, have 
called for the president to boycott the open-
ing enemoniH. However, it is the stated 
goal of the olympic Games ·to pillce sport at 
the letVice of the harmonious development 
of man,with a view to promoting a peaceful 
.ocidyconcerned with the preservation of 
human disnJty," according to its charter. 
Alienating the Chi ..... by making a ilIrgely 
Jymbol lc boycott of the games will do noth-
ing to ""hi ..... that goal. 
Althous!> a boycott I. the wrons way 
to r .. pond , China'. deplorable record of 
"",shins d'-nt and supportlnS murder-
ous, .nti-democratlc resIma at home and 
around the world con't be denl.d. 
Th. !MOt recent el .. of .tat. abu .. hap. 
pened on April 4, when the Chin .... S"", 
nmI'Ienl ollowed m~bets of the W • • tern 
media (and t~T . Imerl.) Into a Tlbet.n 
""",atilerr. While the repent .......... there, 
..",.. of 1M monb ruobod aut .nd Int..-> 
rupted the tUot.-"..",.."od publlcitv tou, to 
prot. tiI " Inot tlwo Chl_ .uppte kin of 
Tlbet:rlwo """'u ...... quickly mulfJed ond 
the media wer. hUtried out of th e IUdMnlV 
cIedde4ltUf)o ".",.."ed Ioc tkm,l<:<l11'dlns 
to CH,., 
"._ '- • 800il Olin,. """"iaily when 
,he prot •• t"," Ir. ;lSht . TlbtPt . h""ld be • 
f, .. <""ntry. ("hi llo . hoold btP on """" 0001-
tty Ind lhe :1> 1_ flI'Itlfnrnehl d_fVft 
notllltlf 1M: ""n 'ltt ftlPfH/f! III,l h. 8tUl. 
nese government , respons ible for the ongo-
ing genocide in Darfur. But boycotting the 
Olympics, one of the ve ry few worldwide 
events that isn't political and never should 
be, is the wrong way to send a message to 
the Chinese government. 
The Olympics are meant to bring nations 
together around an event in which they 
all have nothing to lose but first place and 
nothing to gain but bragging rights. It's a 
fundamentally unifying event, not a divi -
sive one. Of course, that doesn't mean it's 
a unification of the rest of the world to the 
policies of the host country; indeed, the 
Olympics have been held in many oppres-
s ive states, including the Berlin games in 
1936. It means a unification of humanity 
around one of the f~ things that every 
country IIhares: athletic competition. 
Even though participants are divided 
Into team. by nationality, the Olympic. 
Ire meant to erne divi.ion •. A man (rom 
China, running with all the de. Ire and 
. klll of four year. of training, I ..... ntl.lly 
the .. me a. another runner (rom Ohana. 
hkln, part In the Olympic. doe.n't Imply 
eompllc:lty In the g""e rnance of another 
country, It Impll .. a wililngn ... to come to 
ther.bl. of brotherhood. 
AM 01. Olympic torch wendt It. way down 
the IIn,l.ueloh 0' It.,lobtP·trottlna m.ra· 
tllon. Ilf pros .... hi. been .I.nlftc:antly 
Impeded by thuu •• nd. of p,ot •• tort tryin. 
to block It. plrh . IIV th. tim. It tn h •• 
llelfln, II will be on. of the motor horrled 
t(ltt h ... ln OIVmpic hl.tory. 
Jut Ilwo prot. tol'll In Tibet, 'rlne. and 
1"<1Und the world . hould ,"mom"", thll l 
11'Ioro I. no better wly to t ommunl<.tt 
with I nothor notl!lt1 , to toll tho ""untry II 
need. to brl" l lt. tlWn vltl".n. to tho toblo 
", domoorouy, thon to L'Omo to thot tlbl. 
Y<1U'ItII', 
1JIO\.\;H .\HIruI£l) fKOII I01lf 'llYrf'It 
i'l:OIDTID ~ ~, em. T~ 
!AAtE IaPJlll, THAT, AT 1lE VOCf LWT, 
HI!> ILDIIfctP w,;, IIN:f. 1M Q{!M/\; 
11 1\, II ' '1"'" ," , h"11 ,'Ill ,,, , 
Ok! YOII C41toh • mttt_kt, '''In" we CIOutd h.we "~ • It.ry IMttIt ., ~ ........... MIl 
tau, Ih.1 fllOM .11 of uti he,. .. , Otk.tmb'" 
Why MIt wtlte .. httt., t. Ihe tellto" At the ~ .. ,.... ~'tt """.IIt ........ '" Mw 
to do Ih", Lt' ut hu, rrom YO'" 
- Tho C.I.",,,,, OIIro.1tIt .. _I ..... 
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Iraq report the same old song 
Thomas Jefferson 
once said about slav-
ery that "we have 
tbe wolf by tbe ears, 
and we can neither 
hold it nor let it go." 
The same thing can 
be said about the 
United States' cur-
by Wes Giglio rent position in an 
Commentary Editor ever-bloodier Iraq. 
On April 8, Gen. 
David Petraeus and Ambassador to Iraq 
Ryan Crocker appeared before the Senate 
Armed Services and Foreign Relations 
committees to layout the situation on the 
ground,as well as offer their recommenda-
tions for going forward. 
As always, they claimed that shaky, tiny 
progress is being made. 
After five years of occupation, Petraeus 
informed the members of the senate that 
the progress made in Iraq since the unpop-
ular but nominally effective troop surge is 
"fragile" and "reversible," according to CNN 
transcripts. 
His plan for the next few months is a 
freeze of troop withdrawals for 45 days, 
then a strategic re-appraisal of necessary 
troop levels sometime after that. 
Petraeus' claim of progress, however 
small, is somewhat undermined by his 
desire fqr troop levels to remain absolutely 
constant. If progress had really been made, 
a slightly smaller force shouldn't damage 
it,however fragile. But that's speculative-a 
stronger ar&'U!Ilent against his optimistic 
forecast is th; recent eruptio~ of violence 
in Basra, Iraq. 
Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki sent 
troops from the Iraqi anny into the south-
ern city in an attempt to quell a militant 
Shiite militia led by Muqtada al-SadI. The 
attack failed miserably (Petraeus said 
al-Maliki hadn't followed his advice and 
moved too quickly) and the weeklong battle 
ended in humiliating fashion when a peace 
was brokered between Iraqi lawmakers and 
al-Sadr-in Iran. 
The battle undennines the credibility of 
both Petraeus and al-Maliki. It gives the 
lie to Petraeus' claims of progress against 
the extremist cells funded and anned by 
Iran and it damages al-Maliki's government 
by making it look weak and susceptible to 
Iranian influence. 
The rest of Iraq is hardly a rosier picture. 
The war is being fought on a hundred dif-
ferent fronts, with new splinter groups and 
extremist cells arriving or being created 
every day. Iran is funneling money into 
what Petraeus is calling "special groups," 
militias that the general cites as the si!1gle 
most dangerous long-term enemy in Iraq. 
According to CNN,manyof al-Maliki's party 
leaders have close ties to Iranian leadership 
in the capitol. 
Patraeus' testimony was directed and 
framed by all the members of the senate's 
Armed Forces and Foreign Relations com-
mittees, but with a special partisan clar-
ity by the three remaining contestants for 
president.Sen.John MCCain (R-Ariz.) repre-
sented the "we cannot let it go" portion of 
Jefferson's words. McCain opened the hear-
ing by telling the members present that 
"success-the establishment of [a) peaceful 
democratic state, the defeat of terrorism-
this success is within reach. Congress must 
not choose to lose in Iraq. We must choose 
to succeed." 
Perhaps it would be unfair to say that 
the simplicity with which McCain insists 
on looking at the most complicated war in 
Gen. David Petraeus testifies before the Senate Armed Services committee on April 9. 
U.S. history is representative of the small-
ness of his own mind. However, there is 
no evidence against his claim. In a March 
19 speech in Jordan, McCain continually 
referred to several different militant groups 
in Iraq as al-Qaeda, until Sen. Joe Lieber-
man (I-Conn.) whispered the mistake in 
his ear.(He also has said he "doesn't under-
stand" the economY,a stunning admission 
from someone who thinks himself qualified 
to be president.) 
His position (that we should stay in Iraq 
indefinitely), however stupidly he chooses 
to put it, has some validity. It's true that a 
withdrawal, even a slow one, could result in 
increased violence and a more pronounced 
Iranian presence in Iraq. The question 
(one which Senators Obama and Clinton 
both asked) is whether that can be avoided 
anyway, and whether or not Americans 
should be willing to pour even more hun~ 
dreds of billions of dollars and thousands of 
MeT 
lives into the sinkhole of Iraq. 
The Democratic senators echo Jeffer-
son's statement that the wolf cannot be 
held. They are joined by many members 
of the Republican Party, as well as more 
than two-thirds of the American public. 
According to the RedEye, Americans have 
lost more than 4,000 soldiers, $500 billion 
and unquantifiable amounts of moral and 
intellectual international prestige. For most 
Americans, including this writer, the cost 
can no longer be borne. 
Iraq has gone from a lie, to a blunder,to a 
quandary and now to an intractable morass 
of warring factions, weak government and 
over-extended American troops. NOW, the 
only workable solution the military can 
seem to offer is more time. More money. 
More blood, 
igiglio@chronic:lemail.c:om 
Blind advocates going overboard 
by Tim Bearden 
Assistant Campus 
News Editor 
American auto-
makers have finally 
done it. They've 
created a car that's 
not only affordable, 
but also runs par-
tially on electric-
ity. Japan actually 
came up with the 
idea first in 1997,but 
now they're trendy 
in our eco-friendly 
society. But before 
you environmentalists pat yourselves on 
the back, consider this: These new hybrids 
are apparently a hazard to- drum roll 
please-the blind. 
The Associated Press reported t hat the 
Baltimore-based National Federation for 
the Blind put legis lation in front of Con-
gress on April 9 that would require that 
manufacturers of these "green" cars make 
them more audible. 
The hybrid cars, such as the new Ford 
Focus and the decade-old Toyota Prius, are 
operated by battery power in an electric 
motor when going less than 30 mph and 
a gas engine at speeds more than 30 mph. 
When the car is using the electric motor 
(which is still charged by the gasoline 
engine and a battery,as explained in a 2001 
New York Times article) at speeds below 30 
mph, the engine sound is said to be virtu-
ally inaudible. The article added that the 
hybrid uses a regenerative braking system 
that also charges the electric motor. H was 
designed to run this way for fuel efficiency 
and emissions. . 
However,once it reaches the threshold of 
30 mph the gas engine kicks in and it runs 
like a normal car, which would make the 
engine audible again. But it's not the car's 
fault if someone gets hit, it's the driver's. 
Unless I'm pulling into a parking spot , 
driving through a school zone or driving 
around the North Side after a Cubs game, 
I'm usually not going under 30 mph. Just 
ask my insurance company. But according 
to those advocating for louder cars, that 's 
where the audible engine issue lies, in 
those areas and at stoplights. 
In my opinion, you should be looking out 
the windshield,side windows and the back 
window while driving. If you were to do this, 
wouldn't you be able to see the pedestrian 
walking out in front of your car? Maybe I'm 
just old fashioned in that respect. 
Also, if you're going at that low of a speed, 
it's generally pretty easy to stop in time. 
See Newton's Laws of Motion. So is there a 
problem? If they can't hearyou,You can still 
see them . I know yielding to pedestrians, 
as required in the "Rules of the Road," is 
a foreign concept, but it's so crazy it jus t 
might work. 
In other words, if you hit any pedestrian, 
it's generally your fault as a driver, not the 
car's. 
Apparently, there have been no reported 
incidents of these cars hitting pedestrians 
or being a danger to the general public. It 
sounds like Minority Report in the sense that 
we're predicting crimes that haven't hap-
pened yet and taking measures to prevent 
the crime from happening. 
I understand the concern though. Howev-
er, I'd be more worried about a blind person 
driving the car than walking in front of 
it. The "walk" and "don't walk" signals at 
stoplights have tones , which are designed 
specifically for the blind, indicating when 
to walk and when not to. Those magic boxes 
deter the threat of a blind person walking in 
front of a moving vehicle. Other crosswalks 
have "stop" and "yield" signs drivers must 
obey. So, the only real menace is a driver 
who's not paying attention. This usually 
happens courtesy of the cell phone, radio 
or makeup application. 
The underlying issue is valiant and the 
main concern is worth discussing. Could 
the hybrid be dangerous to a blind person? 
Yes, but it's equally as hazardous to any 
other pedest rian crossing the street for the 
simple fact it's a car. And even though the 
hybrid is quiet, it 's not any riskier than any 
other car out on the market right now. It al l 
depends on who's operating the vehicle, not 
the vehicle itself. 
A blind person can be hit just as eaSi ly by 
a Ford Pinto as they can by a hybrid. 
tbearden @Chroniclemail.r.olll 
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City Beat 
FEATURE PHOTOS: Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama (()'lf l.), spoke at a Town Hall meeting April 10 at Theodore Roosevelt High School in Gary, Ind. According to The Associated Press . 
Obama spoke on child issues, proper parenting and the shortcomings students face while in school. 
Tim HUn! THE CHRONICLE 
Opening up to autism "Anybody can come into any one of our stores and actually donate a dollar on up to Autism Speaks," said Bob Friedland, public relations manager for Toys uR" Us. 
This yeaJ;l marks the second year of a part-
nership between Toys "R" Us and Autism 
Speaks. Last year's fundraiser brought in 
more than $1 million for the organization. 
Local organizat ions lend support 
to autism cause 
by Bethany Reinhart 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
APRil MARKS National Autism Awareness 
Month and local corporations are com-
mitted to raising awareness about the 
disorder. 
There a re many events scheduled 
throughout the Chicagoland area to help 
raise money, awareness and advocacy 
about autism spectrum disorders. Some 
of the events include in-store fundraisers 
at Toys URn Us, TJ Maxx and Build-a-Bear 
Workshops. 
Autism Speaks is the nation's lead -
ing organization dedicated to awareness, 
research and advocacy for individuals and 
families affected by autism, said Susan 
Tybon, executive director of the Chicago 
chapter of Autism Speaks. 
In addition, several businesses have 
partnered with Autism Speaks to raise 
funds and build awareness. 
Barnes and Noble, in partnership with 
Autism Speaks, will be hosting special 
Autism Storytimes. The Autism storytimes 
program is designed to raise awareness 
and foster understanding and acceptance 
through in-store readings, activities and 
discussions. 
Chevrolet has also partnered with Autism 
Speaks for a month· long fundraiser called 
"Help Chevy Help Autism." 
"Autism Awareness Month is ultimately 
very effective in starting a dialogue about 
this truly complex disorder. This is a very big 
deal and it is only going to continue to grow 
bigger," said ClareTessman, a research data 
analyst specializing in autism at the Univer-
sity of Chicago'S Department of Psychiatry. 
In addition to all of the events planned 
for Nat ional Autism Awareness Month, the 
United Nations also sanctioned a day to be 
recognized as world Autism Day. Apri l 2 
marked the first World Autism Day, Tybon 
said. 
" It is estimated that there are 3S mil-
lion people living with autism around the 
world," she said. "Right now one in every 150 
children is being diagnosed with autism." 
Autism is the fastest growing develop-
mental disability/making it more prevalent 
than pediatric cancer, diabetes and AIDS 
combined, according to AutismSpeaks.org. 
TOyS URn Us, in conjunction with 
Toys"R"Us Children's Fund, is running an 
in-store fund raising campaign at all TOys 
"R" Us and Babies uR" Us stores, including 
its two stores in Chicago. All proceeds will 
benefit Autism Speaks. 
Alongside fundrais ing efforts, Toys URn 
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Toys 'R' Us is raising funds to promote autism awareness at its stores throughout the country. 
Chicago residents can donate at the Chicago store at 3300 N. Western Ave. through May 2 . 
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Springing into fitness 
City offers Chicagoans options most overweIght CIty In America In 2006. t::ll 
to take advantage of the "We plan to have physical trainers on 
warmer weather during National board to offer lead workouts for the public 
Fitness Month like kick-boxing,stretching, boot camp and 
by Susheela Bhat 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
APRIL KICKS off the beginning of wanner 
weather, National Fitness Month and the 
sth annual Chicago Moves Day Rally. 
With the rise in obesity rates across 
America approaching what researchers at 
the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention are calling "epidemic rates." The 
Chicago Park District has the skinny on 
what could possibly entice winter-weary 
Chicagoans into the parks this month. 
The Mayor's Fitness Council, created by 
Mayor Richard M. Daley in 2002, is a non-
profit volunteer group that works with the 
Chicago Park District and other groups to 
encourage Chicagoans to move more, get 
outside and live healthier lifestyles. 
"Living in the city, it's easY to eat out and 
the biggest reason people are overweight is 
diet choice and making poor diet choices. 
What we need to do is take more of a pre-
ventative approach to fitness," Michael 
Moody, a personal trainer who created 
Revival Fitness Personal Training, 1513 N. 
Wells St. 
The CDC found 59 percent of Illinois adults 
are overweight or obese, and 30 percent of 
low-income children between two and five 
years of age in Illinois are overweight or 
at risk of becoming overweight. A Nielsen 
Media Research survey listed Chicago as the 
Latin dance for the rally in May. We want 
people of all ages to participate in Chicago 
Moves Day as well as every program the 
Park District has to offer before then," said 
colleen Lammel Harmon, the executive 
director of the Mayor's Fitness Council. 
Starting in April, the Chicago Park Dis-
trict offers classes for fitness that are held 
outdoors during the spring and summer 
months.There are also races and walks rang-
ing from a s-kilometer race to the annual 
Bank of America Chicago Marathon. 
Many of the programs the park district 
offers are free, but a few range in price from 
$5 to $50. Some of these programs include 
conditioning, cross training, yoga, tai-chi 
and kick-boxing. The parks and programs 
can be found on the Chicago Park District 
website and through the mail catalogues 
sent to Chicago residents. 
Other organizations are gearing up to 
take advantage of the better weather too. 
Spring into Fitness was a benefit held April 
4 at the Wells Street Athletic Club,IS13 N. 
Wells St., to promote healthy lifestyle 
choices and raise money for breast cancer. 
Other things like the Avon Walk for Breast 
Cancer and the AIDS Run & walk will soon 
be announcing their events, which also take 
place in the fall_ Many of the groups offer 
free training sessions starting in the spring 
and summer before their marathons. 
Moody said aside from genetics, weight 
and obesity comes more from diet than 
exercise. While the Mayor's Fitness Council 
largely promotes exercise-oriented events 
such as Chicago Moves Day and marathons, 
it includes information about nutrition and 
eating on its website. 
To further address the diet aspect of a 
healthy lifestyle, the Mayor's Fitness Coun-
cil is hosting an expo dedicated to people 
with diabetes on April 12 at Navy Pier. The 
Council will also have a tent at the Taste 
of Chicago from June 27 to July 6 and will 
continue to track the rates of obesity in Chi-
cago, according to Dave Zimmer, president 
of the Mayor's Fitness Council. 
"The psychology of fitness is as important 
as the physical aspects of it," Moody said. 
"One"of the most successful things people 
can do is to find the ability to change habits 
and adopt healthy lifestyles while balanc-
ing the rest of their lives. The Mayor's ini-
tiatives with improving roads for bicycles 
Kimi Badger THE CHRONICLE 
and pedestrian traffic are a good start and 
more people are starting to get personal 
trainers, so I believe we are headed in the 
right direction." 
However, some Chicagoans are happy 
with the idea, but skeptical of its success. 
"Well, it would certainly give me a reason 
to go the parks. I would personally love it, 
but the only catch is that it would have to 
be done well, and quite frankly, my faith 
in Chicago to put together something that 
healthy isn't really that high; said Pol Sub-
anajouy, a computer designer. 
For more infonnation on the Mayor's Fitness 
Council visit its website at CityOfChic:ago.org . 
For AdditionAl infonnation on the Chicago PArk 
District Programs, visit its website at Oaic:a -
goParkDistrict.org. 
sbhot@Chroniclmulirc... 
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Palatine considers secession due to tax increase 
Drastic measures 
considered to avoid 
skyrocketing tax rate 
by Bethany Reinhart 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
COOK COUNTY could soon be 
facing the loss of one Northwest 
community. 
The village of Palatine, ]11., is 
considering disassociating itself 
from cook County in response to 
the sales tax increase approved by 
the county board last month. 
possible secession scenarios 
include joining Lake County, 
which has a sales tax rate of 7 
percent in most communities, or 
creating an entirely new county. 
The Palatine Council has already 
named a committee to study the 
issue. 
The 1 percent sales tax increase, 
set to take effect on July I , affects 
all of cook County. It will push 
Chicago's overall sales tax to 10.25 
percent, making it the highest 
of any city in the nation, accord· 
ing to the Illinois Department of 
Revenue. 
The 1 percent sales tax increase 
will push Palatine's current sales 
fax to 10 percent. 
palatine officials fe ar the 
i ll creased sales tax will cause 
consumers to cross the border 
(rom cook County into neighbor· 
ing Lake County to make their 
purchases, according to Palatine 
Village Manager Reid Ottesen. 
"Breaking away from Cook 
County is one of a few options that 
we are looking at." Ottesen said. 
Palatine officials will do what· 
ever it takes to bes t to fund the 
community and continue eco · 
nomic developments, according 
to Reid. 
However,Palatineofficiais admit 
that secession will not be easy. 
"We recognize that breaking 
away is an uphill battle, but we are 
very serious about this and are not 
backing down," Ottesen said. 
Palatine officials are willing to 
give Cook County an opportunity 
to suggest a compromise that 
will suit Palatine as well as the 
county. 
"We need to try to get a dialogue 
started and try to understand what 
the county's issues are and try to 
understand if there is any value to 
what they are doing to Palatine," 
Ottesen said. "We simply don't see 
it and we are hoping they can shed 
some light on it." 
Cook County Board President 
Todd Stroger will be given the 
opportunity to answer questions 
from Palatine officials at the end 
of the month. He has agreed to 
meet with Palatine officials to 
discuss the community's possible 
secession on April 30. 
According to village ce nsus 
data, provided by the U.S. Census 
Bureau, Palatine is the sixth most 
populated community in Cook 
County, the nth most populated 
in the Chicago Metro Area and the 
16th most populated in the state 
of Illinois. 
Palatine, which accounts for 
more than 1.2 percent of c ook 
County's population, is not the 
only bordering community con· 
cemed about the tax increase. For 
shopping centers located along the 
county line, the sales tax increase 
has the potential to hinder profits 
in an already sluggish retail econ· 
omy,according to the shopperTrak 
website. ShopperTrak provides 
data analysis material to retailers, 
malls, casinos and entertainment 
companies. 
Some North Shore retailers hope 
that their high· end products will 
continue to lure in customers 
despite the tax increase. 
"We have one of the finest col· 
lections of retailers in the North 
Shore and I think our shoppers are 
going to continue to shop in Cook 
County at Northbrook Court," said 
Van Geroux,directorof marketing 
at the Northbrook Court Shopping 
Center in Northbrook, Ill . 
"However, overall operating cost 
will still be affected and budgets 
will need to be revised ," he said. 
"It's too early to gauge the tinan· 
cial impact but it is something we 
are thinking about ." 
Palatine city officials are not 
the only ones concerned about the 
rising taxes. Many Chicago res i· 
dents are fuming over the city's 
soaring tax rate and question the 
motivation for the increase. 
"I don't think the money will be 
used for anything that benefits us 
taxpayers," said Jim w armecke, 
a registered nurse at the Univer· 
s ity of Chicago Medical Center. 
"Are the services actually going to 
improve due to this increase? Are 
we going to see the potholes fixed 
in a timely manner? Are we going 
to see less corruption throughout 
the city? will offi cia ls be looking 
at the crime rate and how to lower 
it? I doubt it." 
Those from the Columbia com-
munity voiced similar concerns. 
"The tax increase is absurd ," 
said Ma rilyn Propp, a facuIty 
member in Columbia's Art and 
DeSign Department. "There is so 
much corruption. Stroger is not 
making any reforms, he is adding 
more people to his payroll ,and he 
continues to give out raises. He is 
doing the exact opposite of what 
he promised. My husband and I 
plan to protes t by purchasing 
large items in Indiana." 
Students across Chicago are also 
concerned about the increase. 
"I feel that the tax increase is 
ridiculous," said Brian Meyers, a 
history major at Truman College. 
"I am struggling with the cost of 
living now. I can't imagine next 
semester when I have to buy books 
and supplies." 
According to the Chicago Depart-
ment of Revenue, items included 
in the sales tax include fast food, 
restaurant meals, alcohol pur. 
chases in a restaurant or bar. 
clothing, furniture and general 
merchandise. 
The county, which faces a $234 
million deficit, will see $400 mil-
lion in new cash brought in every 
year due to the increased tax, 
according to Stroger's office. 
brrinhDrt@<hronil;/emoiI.com 
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Questions? 
e-mail iitsausagerest@gmail.com 
or check out our Facebook page 
at "Sausageres t 2008" 
OflL \ Nv 
Friday, April 18, 2008 
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Hermann Hall on the fiT Campus (the HUB) 
(of[ of the 35th Street Green and Red Line stops) 
Gates open at 7:00 p.m. 
Cost: $S 
Donations will be accepted for The Leukemia &: Lymphoma Society 
Featuring four LIVE b and s: 
• Shock Stars 
• Swizzl e Tree 
• Inspector Ow l 
• Love M e Ele ctric 
Sausagefelt 2008 
ill sponsored by 
Phi Kappa Sigma. 
lIT Sludent Activlrie. Fund. 
and"'_ 
Office o f lNtilutional Advancement 
~: ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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» AUTISM: 
Continued from PG. 37 
As the prevalence of autism 
grows, doctors are working to 
unlock answers 
us, in collaboration with Autism Speaks, 
has developed a list called the Ten Toys that 
Speak to Autism. 
"These are everyday toys that benefit chil-
dren with speciaJ needs," Friedland said. 
The toy store is the national sponsor for 
Autism Speaks' Walk Now for Autism Cam-
paign, a walk that raises money for autism 
awareness and research. 
Last year, Autism Speaks donated $30 
million to research, Tybon said. Funds are 
donated to hospitals and research centers 
across the world . The University of Chi-
cago's Department of Psychiatry is one of 
the beneficiaries. 
Our doctors do not think 
that there is any proven link between 
childhood vaccinations and the 
development of autism." 
Toys-R -U5 offers customers the opportunity to make a donation for Autism Awareness Month. 
-Clare Tessman. Umverslty of Ctllcago 
Department of Psvchlatry 
rese3fth data analyst 
A portion of the donations are raised 
through the Autism speaks' Walk Now for 
Autism. 
This yea r 's walk will be held at Soldier 
Field on May 18. Tybon estimates a turnout 
of about 17,000 people. Last year the walk in 
Chicago raised $1.6 miUion and this year 's 
goal is $2 million. 
Doctors and researchers at the University 
of Chicago Department of Psychiatry are 
working hard to identify effective treat-
ments as well as potential causes of autism, 
Tessman said. 
According to Tessman, who oversees two 
autism related studies, doctors at the Uni-
versityof Chicago are currently working on 
several genetic studies. 
There is a great amount of speculation 
surrounding the cause of autism. 
"OUr doctors here feel very strongly that 
" you're living with uc, or know __ wilD Is, 
please join us for On the IIMI A(JIin 
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Monday, April 14, 2008 
6:30 PM - 9:00 PM 
Hyde Park Jewish Community Center 
5200 South Hyde Park Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60615 
If you would like 10 enroll In On the Road Again. 
please call 312-291 -2915 or visil JoinOnTheRoadAgain.colil 
'.110/:1 
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it has to do with a combination of genetic 
factors ," Tessman said. "Our doctors do not 
think that there is any proven link between 
childhood vaccinations and the develop· 
ment of autism." 
There is currently no known cure for the 
disorder. 
Lee Jorwic is the Chicago chapter advo-
cacy chair as well as the walk chair for 
Autism Speaks. Jorwic's IS-year-old son 
Christopher was diagnosed with autism at 
two-and-a-half years old,Jorwic said. 
100'. of Hookah'. 
Dan Thompson THE CHRONICLE 
'When my son was first diagnosed back 
in 1991, one in 10,000 children had autism. 
Now it is one in 150," Jorwic said. "There is 
a child newly diagnosed with autism every 
20 minutes in the United States." 
For mOrT information About autism and advo-
cate opportunities. visit AutismSpeab.org. 
bmnhart@Chronidnrulil.com 
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FEATURE PHOTO: Mayor Richard M. Daley speaks at the Harold washington library, 400 S. State St.. on April 11 to discuss the importance 
of children's literacy. He also addressed many issues that affect the lives of children in Chicago such as gun control and education. 
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Commuters will 
soon know when 
next CTA train is 
coming 
New digital screens to notify 
riders of arrival times for trains 
CHICAGO TRANSIT Authority riders will 
soon know when the next train , really, is 
coming. 
CTA Pres ident Ron Hubennan said more 
than 1,300 extra. large digital screens are 
going up in rai l stations and at subway 
entrances to give riders real -time informa-
tion about how many minutes away the 
next train is. 
Right now it 's a stand-and-wait game. 
The new screens are part of a deal the CfA 
has with a company to sell digital advertis-
ing. The CfA estimates it will collect about 
$100 million in revenue over the life of the 
1O-year dea l. 
Huberman said the digita l screens also 
will be used to alert riders to delays and com-
munica te with people in a city emergency. 
The first screens should be up in about 
four months, he said. 
AP 
For details on readings, book discussions, film series and other special even ts, 
pick up a copy of the resource guide at your local library or bookstore. 
visit chicagopubliclibrary.org or call (312) 747-8191. 
'IEUIITIIlIO Sl'CIllSOIS III 'AITIIUSHI' WITH 
Do you love the paper but find yourself wanting more? 
'l1a.en go to our website and quench your Chronicle thirst. 
www.columbiachronicle.com C !iRON I elE 
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A MEMORIAL CON(;I~ll'" 
STOP ~BOOL VIOLENCE! 
To encourage healing and positive change, our purpose is to "never forget" the victims at NIU, 
honoring their memories through peaceful resolution in our own community conflicts. 
THeN •• , OoItnw •• ~ ~ bacRm 6'. qo"""YoCW!rtm 
~~-' .... fa I hi __ .." 
!DlID@ m, PZG (2007 Winner of The Biggest Mouth), 
and . €ommon enmp. 
Produced by Columbia students from Club PARTY & Events: Concert & Festival Production Mgmt 
Scoop in the Loop by Brett Marlow City Beat Editor 
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In Other News 
Cabbies prepare to pay 
State representative falls off her rocker 
The City Council approved a $1 per 
ride surcharge for cab rides in Chicago, 
according to the Chicago Sun·Times. 
Although the new surcharge has two 
tiers, gas prices have already exceeded 
the maximum surcharge level by 32 cents 
per gallon. The new surcharge requires 
riders to pay an additional $1 whenever 
gas prices exceed $3.20 per gaBon for a 
consecutive week. If gas prices exceed 
$2.70 for seven consecutive days, riders 
will have to pay an additional so cents. 
The new surcharge takes effect on April 
28. Cab drivers will also have to wait at 
least one full year to petition for a per-
manent fare increase. 
I am a threat to children. What I am about 
to spew and spread might be dangerous-
according to Illinois State Representative 
Monique Davis (D-Chicago),anyway. 
Davis responded rudely to a n atheist 
activist who spoke at a House State Govern-
ment Administration hearing regarding a 
$1 million grant for a South Side church,PiI-
grim Baptist,onApril2. The atheist activist, 
Rob Sherman, was testifying against the 
grant, according to the Chicago Tribune. 
"I don't know what you have against God, 
but some of us don't have much against 
him. We look forward to him and his bless-
ings," Davis said to Sherman. "And it's really 
a tragedy-it's tragic-when a person who 
[isn't] engaged in anything related to God, 
they want to fight. Theywant to fight prayer 
in school. I don't see you fighting guns in 
school." 
News flash, Davis: Atheists don't have 
anything against God, they just don't 
believe in him or her. 
Continuing on her rant about atheism 
she said, "I'm trying to understand the phi-
losophy that you want to spread in the state 
of Illinois. This is the Land of Lincoln ... 
where people believe in God, where people 
believe in protecting their children ... what 
yoU have to spew and spread is extremely 
dangerous to the progression of this state. 
It's dangerous that our children even know 
that your philosophy exists." 
And people elected her? What happened 
to freedom of religion in this country? Davis' 
comments deselVedlyearned her the "Worst 
Person in the World" title on MSNBC's 
"countdown" program on April 8 . 
Imagine if the tables were turned, literal 
"spew" would have hit the fan. Being an 
elected. official does not give one the right to 
judge people's religion (or lack of religion), 
or go off on a witness testifying against a 
proposed. grant. An attack on someone who 
does not believe in God is not going to get 
you any votes when it comes election time 
again. 
This state- representative has bigger 
things to worry about and bigger fish to fry 
than to attack a witness at a hearing with 
misguided and ignorant opinions of a wit-
ness' viewpoint. 
I used to think people w ho chatted on 
their BlueTooth headsets were crazy, but 
I'm starting to think elected officials in Chi-
cago and this state with some of its crazy 
laws and things it does has topped them 
off. 
I'm not a firm believer in God,but having 
unconventional religious beliefs often 
times comes with harsher scrutiny from 
those who do. The manner in which these 
comments from Davis came and the ign04 
rant stereotypes she conveyed with her 
outburst were unbelievably rude. 
I'm OK with people being religious and 
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not religious-but when it becomes a "we" 
versus "them" situation, it's never pleasant. 
After much public scrutiny, Davis apolo-
gized to Sherman on April 9 and said her 
comments came from emotions after learn-
ing another Chicago Public Schools' student 
was killed before the meeting. Sherman 
accepted her apology. 
If Davis does not want children to know 
about things such as atheism, then chil -
dren's lack of knowledge is probably why 
CPS students are getting killed. Let's have 
some common sense here. If we're not edu-
cating our children on diversity, then why 
is Davis so upset about such things? 
For comments she made about Shennan, 
and then CPS shootings? I don 't buy it. It 
seems like her thoughts on atheism were 
kept in for a bit. we'll see how outspoken 
Davis is next time she learns of bad news. 
w atch out, you might be next. 
bmarlow@chroniclemail.com 
Free subscription 
A 36-year-old male was apprehended 
by security guards at the Harold Wash-
ington Library, 400 S. State St., on April 4. 
According to police reports,security guards 
stopped the offender after sensors went 
off at the exits and phoned police. When 
police a rrived, the offender, who was still 
on the scene, was apprehended and arrest-
ed. He had taken two magazines from the 
public library. The offender, charged with 
lib rary theft is due in court on May 9. 
While you were sleeping 
OnApril4 an unknown offender broke into 
a family residence at U29 s.plymouth Court. 
According to police reports, the 41-year-old 
victim and his family went to bed at 11 p.m. 
and woke up shortly after, noticing his home 
felt colder than usual. The victim sa id there 
was a breeze throughout his house and went 
to investigate. He found the offender had 
broken in through an opening in a screen 
of a backyard baseme nt window. The 
offender stole a 32-inch flat screen 1V, two 
laptop computers and a gaming console. No 
arrests were made. Police advised. the victim 
to report back with serial numbers of the 
missing items. 
More space at O'Hare 
On April 10, the Federal Avia tion 
Adminis tration announced two new 
southbound lanes for departing planes at 
chicago's O'Hare International Airport, 
according to The Associated Press. The 
announcement has gained harsh criti-
cism from many air t raffic controllers. 
Jeffrey Richards, the union president at 
the Chicago center for the National Air 
Traffic Controllers Association,said that 
the lanes don't match up with the chang-
es being made at O'Hare. There are still 
some rough spots that need to be worked 
out with the new procedures, he said. 
The addition comes before the planned 
$15 billion expansion of the airport. 
Body found in lake 
A body pulled from Lake Michigan is 
thought to be that of the 33-year-old male 
cab driver suspected in the killing of his 
parents, according to the Chicago Sun-
Times. Officials removed the body from 
a North Side stretch of Lake Michigan on 
April 9. Paul Darrah ,spokesperson for the 
DuPage County state's attorney 's office, 
told the Sun-Times, "The preliminary 
indications are that it's Artur Shehu, 
who killed his parents in Villa Park." An 
autopsy perfonned on April 9 revealed 
that the man suffered a gun shot wound 
behind one of his ears. 
Parkihg punches 
A 32-year-old male and a 54-year-old 
male got into a verbal altercation at a 
parking lot on the corner of South State 
and East Harrison streets on April 4. 
According to poJice reports, the male, 32, 
was m anaging the lot and noticed the 
offender tampering with cars in the park-
ing lot. Upon confronting the offender, 
the two males began to fight . The victim 
asked the offender to leave, but their 
verba l altercation soon became physi4 
ca l and the two began to wrest le into 
the street and the offender grabbed t he 
victim by the neck. Police arrived to the 
ca ll of a battery in progress. The offend-
er was offered medical treatment from 
police, but refused. Police a rrested the 
offender on the count of battery charges, 
placed him in custody and he was taken 
into the district office for processing. 
Audition to be Paris Hilton's 
new BFF 
Monday @ 10 a.m. 
For anyone who has seen Paris Hilton and her 01' BFF Nicole Ritchie on "The 
Simple life " and enjoyed watching the duo cruelly laugh at working class folks 
all over the United States, here's a chance to make a real impact on society. 
Are you totally hot? 00 you dislike what totally isn't? Are you irresponsible, 
shallow or good at faking any of the above qualities? If you answered "yes · to 
any of these questions, stop letting your talents go to waste and make them 
work for you! This is your once-in-a-l ifetime chance to become Paris Hilton's 
new best friend forever. Show up and give it a shot; it can't be as demeaning 
as it sounds. And if you make it through Paris' underlings' rigorous interview 
process, it's pretty much a given that you're going to be getting all the free 
booze you could ask for until she gets a new BFF and the cycle begins anew. 
You never know. You could very well be the next Nicole Ritchie, so get in line 
with all the other friend hopefulS and dream big. 
Sutton Place Hotel, 21 E. Bellevue Place (Ages 21- 30) 
(312) 266-2100 
Schedule an interview at ParisBff.com/ viplist 
Room 21 Tax Day Dinner 
Tuesday@ 6 p.m. 
Nobody likes lording over all those W·2 
forms. In fact, after your taxes get done, 
you're usually so frustrated with the 
complicated, convoluted process that 
you're about ready to murder an IRS 
number-cruncher. Well, that's not gonna 
solve anything. So put away your cleaver 
and pick up your steak knife . because 
Room 21 is hOlding an event where you 
can order a three-course meal at this 
truly classy restaurant for about half of 
the usual asking price. It's still a tad 
expensive, but you only do taxes once a 
year. Celebrate. 
2110 S. Wabash Ave. 
(312) 328-1198 
$29 
;lIiiiiii'S 
GOAt asks: Are We Winning the War on Drugs? 
7 p.m., Martyrs' 
3855 N. lincoln Ave. 
(773) 404·9494 _ 
$10 • 
Global Grapes Wine Series: Cabemet 
Sauvlgnon 
6 p.m., Just Grapes 
560 W. Washington Blvd., Suite 100 
(312) 627·9463 
$35 
Total Chaos, F- Around Kids 
7 p.m .. Hogs and Honeys (21+) 
1551 N. Sheffield Ave. 
(312) 397·1277 
$7 ~ 
Diagnosis: Relat ionship on t he Rocksl 
2 p.m., Room 311 
623 S. Wabash Ave. 
(312) 344-8664 ~l'-"" 0 W 
Healthy Relationships 
Noon, Ferguson Auditonum 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
(312) 344·8700 fit"''' G Y 
Life Skills Workshops: The year 
Is over?!? What now?!?! 
TueSday @ Noon 
You've been through 16-plus years of 
school. For many, this marks the end of 
a lifelong career as a student. Student 
loans, the world and the future all loom 
only a few months away. It's a terrifying 
and exciting process any way you slice 
it. As an old military adage goes, MNever 
enter battle unless you're quite certain 
that the outcome will be in your favor." 
That's the rationale behind this seminar, 
which singles out the about·ta-be-
graduates and helps them strategize for 
that great unknown called the Mrest of 
your life.~ 
623 S. Wabash Ave., Room 311 
(312) 344-8567 
National Geographic edttor Dennis Dimick 
5 p.m .. Field Museum of Natural History 
1400 S. Lake Shore Drive 
(312) 922·9410 
$22·30 ... 
'Homeland' 
7:30 p.m., Harris Theater for Music and Dance 
205 E. Randolph Drive 
(312) 334-7777 
$65 (jI I!l~ 
75th Anniversary of the New Deal Film Festival 
9 a.m.- 7 p.m., Film Row Cinema Theater 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
(312) 344-7296 ~ ... ~ (9 ~ 
Show Off to photographer Vincent Dixon 
10 a.m.- 2 p.m., Portfolio Center (Room 307) 
623 S. Wabash Ave. 
Call for an appointment 
(312) 344-7280 
IIII·il'&,. 
SPB Presents: The 5th Annual Biggest Mouth 
7 p.m .. Conaway Center 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
(312) 344-7188 
Gallery Talks: 
1 p.m., Japanese Prints 
5 :30 p.m .. Toshiku Takaezu 
Art Institute of Ch icago, Gallery 100 
111 5. Michigan Ave . 
Admission $12 ($7 for students) 
(312) 443·3600 ... (jI 
Five Foot Nine, Emma Blowgun 
8 p.m., Abbey Pub 
3420 W. Grace 51. 
(773) 478-4408 
$7 ($5 in advanCe) ~ 
Antl-Aag, Street Dogs, The Briggs, Fake 
Problems 
6 p.m., Metro 
3730 N. Clark St . 
(773) 549·0203 
$15 in advance, $18 day of show ~ 
'The Trial' 
Wednesday@ 7 p.m. 
Everyone knows the name of Orson 
Welles. mostly because he directed and 
starred in Citizen Kane. It's what he'll 
go down in history for. But Kane wasn't 
what Welles considered to be his best 
directorial effort. He considered this 
adaptation of The Tr;al by Franz Kafka to 
be his greatest fi lm, but it has slid into 
obscurity. For the icing on the cake, the 
lead role is played by Anthony Perkins. 
who gained fame as Norman Bates in 
Psycho. Screenings like these are why 
Chicago is a culturally rich city. 
Doc Films 
1212 E. 59th St. 
(773) 702-8575 
$5 
IIfiINki 
Show Off to Next Theater's Productlon 
Manager 
1-3 p.m., Room 307 
623 S. Wabash Ave. 
Call for an appointment 
(312) 344-7280 
'Adaptation' 
Last day 
10 a.m.--4 p.m., Smart Museum of Art 
5550 S. Greenwood Ave. 
(773) 702'()200 ",,," (jI 
'Rocky Horror Picture Show' 
'M asters of the Universe' 
Friday and Saturday 
Midnight, Music Box Theatre 
3733 N. Southport Ave . 
(773) 871-6604 
$10 
'There Will Be Blood' 
7 and 10 p.m., Doc Films 
1212 E. 59th St. 
(773) 702-8575 
$5 ~ 
RJD2, Dalek, Happy Chichester 
8 p.m., Abbey Pub (18+) 
3420 W. Grace St. 
(773) 478-4408 R 
$20 ". 
The Reverend Horton Heat, Nashville P-, 
Backyard Tire Are 
9 p.m., Metro (18+) 
3730 N. Clark St. 
(773) 549-0203 F3 
$23 ". 
your weekly to-do list 
April 121-20 
• 
Cinema Siapdown Round-10: 
'The Royal Tenenbaums' 
Friday@ 7 p.m. 
The final Cinema Siapdown of this 
semester has arrived, and boy 
howdy is it a dOOzy. Whereas past 
Siapdowns have concemed films with a 
controversial message such as feminism 
in Barbarella or the representation of 
African Americans in Superfty, this will 
ask the super-controversial question of 
whether or not The Royal Tenenbaums 
was funny. Columbia brings together two 
Second City veterans (one who went on 
to work at MSaturday Night live~): One 
claims that it's the definition of subtle 
comedy, the other touts the unpopular 
opinion that it's just plain pretent ious. 
Fur will undoubtedly fly. 
Film Row Cinema, 
1104 S. wabash Ave. , eigth floor 
(312) 344-6708 f'\"'~ e ~ 
'I Throw Myself at Men' 
11 a.m.--6 p.m., Thomas Robertello Gallery 
939 W. Randolph St. 
(312) 421-1587 ~t'lp. f/I 
M;;'d'" 
GalHt&! lyon, Mklnlgbt Crazies, TeU Tale 
8 p.m., Reggie's Rock Club (18+) 
2109 S. State St. 
(312) 949-0121 
$10 ~ 
The Mara Votta 
7 p.m., Aragon Ballroom 
1106 W. Lawrence Ave. 
(773) 561·9500 
$32.50 
Know about an upcoming event that other Columbia 
students shOuld know about? 
Give us a heads-up. We'll be sure to consider it. 
Make sure you tell us at least 10 days ahead of 
the event. 
GetOut@chroniclemail.com 
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